
Quarterly Report
There follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by Station WOAI-TV, along with the most significant

programming treatment of those issues for the period January 1, 2019 to March 31, 2019.  The listing is by no means
exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
Issue

Program/
Segment Date Time

Duratio
n

Narration of Type &                                                         
  Description of Program/Segment

News 4 WOAI 1/1/2019 12pm NO SHOW
News 4 WOAI NO SHOW
News 4 WOAI NO SHOW

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :20
A baby boy less than a year old was found in rubble 35 hours after a
gas explosion at an apartment building in Russia. Rescue crews
heard his cries.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :11

Mexico City will be replacing fireworks with a laser show. City leaders
say environmental reasons prompted the change. They say fireworks
make the air pollution problem there worse.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :36
San Antonio's first baby of 2019 got a huge welcome today. Meet
little Prisca Belem Garcia Lara. She was born exactly at midnight at
University Hospital.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :27

A man has died after a fireworks accident on New Year's Eve. It
happened in Hardin County near Beaumont. Witnesses say 49 year
old Rory Allen McGlynn had fireworks on his shoulder and was using
a device like a homemade artillery cannon to shoot them when they
exploded.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

President Donald Trump has invited top congressional leaders from
both parties to the White House tomorrow. They'll get a briefing on
the border wall. It'll be their first meeting since the shutdown began
11 days ago.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :26

Babies at the Methodist Hospital are receiving a special gift for the
new year. This afternoon, players from the San Antonio Rampage
stopped by the hospital. Austin Poganski and Tanner Kaspick
surprised staff and parents with custom Rampage onesies.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

The cheapest month to book airfare is January according to
Skyscanner, a travel search engine. Based on data from last year,
they found August will be the second cheapest, followed by February.

Health News 4 WOAI :46

A device recently approved by the FDA is helping people with severe
dry eyes. It's called "True Tear". It uses neurotransmitters in the nose
to help eyes produce natural tears.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :15

Four and a half hours. That's how little it took for San Antonio to see
its first murder of the new year. The victim is a convenience store
clerk who was shot and killed during an early morning robbery on the
city's northwest side.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :22

Police are investigating a deadly accident on 410 at Marbach. The
driver told police someone rear-ended his vehicle, his car bounced
off the barrier and a passenger in the back seat was ejected.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

Also in Houston, a Lowe's employee is undergoing surgery right now
after he was shot by a man he accused of shoplifting. The employee
was shot in the stomach after confronting the man trying to leave.

Health News 4 WOAI :37

Health officials think they may have pinpointed what caused some
airline passengers to become ill. It happened on a flight from
Cleveland, Ohio to Tampa, Florida. Six passengers with nausea and
other symptoms were removed.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/2/2019 12pm :28

We're learning more about the first murder victim of 2019 in San
Antonio. The victim is a 42-year-old convenience store clerk who was
shot and killed during an early morning robbery on the city's
northwest side a little after 6:00 AM.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:45

There's a major blood short in south Texas. Right now the South
Texas Blood & Tissue Center is handing out $10.00 H.E.B. gift cards
to anyone who donates a pint of blood today.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

A 14-year-old boy from the Houston area is now facing murder
charges after the SUV he took for a joyride ended up in a wreck and
a woman was killed. That SUV belonged to the boy's father. Two
other teens were in the SUV, but weren't hurt.

Health News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:28
Hospitals in our area are in desperate need of blood. During the
beginning of the year, hospitals start to run dry on their blood and
platelet supplies.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Former Senate Majority leader Harry Reid is blasting Trump. In an
interview with the New York Times, Reid called Trump "amoral" and
"the worst president we've ever had."

Religion News 4 WOAI :12

Catholic Bishops are gathering for a week-long retreat near Chicago,
but they will not be addressing the church's sex abuse crisis until
next month. The Vatican has blocked any discussions in advance of
that meeting.

Health News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:14
San Antonio has become the first major city in Texas to ban the sale
of tobacco to young adults. You now must be 21 to buy it, not 18
anymore.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23

The presidential administration is denying hundreds of young
immigrants from entering the US because they say they're too old.
These children are fleeing their home country because of abusive
homes.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :41

A 14 year old teen has been arrested on a murder charge after police
say his erratic driving caused a fatal crash. Yesterday in Houston,
police say the unnamed boy was on a joy ride in his dad's car with
friends.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :36

A man police are calling a "serial burglar" has died in an officer-
involved shooting. Police say they caught the man removing the
license plate from a car near loop 410 and I-35.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :17
A recall alert has been issued over medication used to treat high
blood pressure and heart failure. It affects certain lots of Valsartan
Tablets.

Health News 4 WOAI :14

US News and World Report ranked the Mediterranean diet as the
best plan for its overall health and being easy to follow. It's heavy on
vegetables and fruit and includes olive oil, whole grains, and lean
meats.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:39
Homeless shelters are asking for your help on this cold, wet night.
They're in need of warm clothing for the homeless spending the night
outdoors.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

A manhunt is on for the gunman who killed a 7 year old girl in
Houston. There are new details from authorities tonight saying they
believe the shooting may be race related.

Health News 4 WOAI 3:21
The number of Americans that are near-sighted, or myopic, has
reached epidemic proportions. The condition can lead to blindness.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/3/2019 12pm 1:25

Investigators say officers shot and wounded a gunman who fired
several shots along Pleasanton Rd. on the South Side this morning.
Officers were quickly able to get to the location, where they
exchanged gunfire with the suspect, striking him at least once.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:30

The new congress is being sworn in today, giving Democrats control
over the House and Republicans control over the Senate. But there is
a stalemate in Washington over the budget and the president's calls
for funding a border wall.

Health News 4 WOAI :26

Experts are warning of frozen bacteria living in your ice cubes.
According to a food safety specialist, bacteria and viruses such as e-
coli and salmonella can live in freezing temperatures.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :24

More than 500 people gathered for a funeral mass at the San
Fernando Cathedral today as Bexar County Commissioner Paul
Elizondo was laid to rest. The funeral mass for Paul Elizondo was full
of reflection for a life well lived, prayers, and music.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

We've got new information on a DWI case involving the son of a well-
known jeweler here. This afternoon, James Preston Green, son of
Jimmy Green, was sentenced to 6 years in prison.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :14

History was made in Washington today. The most diverse group of
lawmakers in history was sworn in. For the first time in 8 years,
democrats have control of the House and Nancy Pelosi is leading it as
the first female speaker.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :15

A man has been arrested after police say he stole a lot of items,
including a truck. The crime happened back in late October. Live Oak
Police say 37-year-old Brandon Stansuh was recently arrested for
forgery, credit card abuse, and ID theft.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Breaking news out of Florida is reporting at least 6 people are dead
and 8 others have been injured after a diesel fuel spill sparked a
massive fire on an interstate near gainsville. The Florida highway
patrol says two big rigs and a car were involved in the crash.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :22

Many new laws are now in effect, but one that's not changing is the
minimum wage in Texas. According to the National Employment Law
Project, minimum wage rates increased in 19 other states.



Consumer/Financia
l Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

Free room service is going away on Carnival Cruise Line. Starting this
month, the company is switching to an a la carte service menu.
Prices will range between $2 to $6.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :14

The U.S. State Department is issuing a warning. They've updated the
travel advisory for China to a level two. Visitors should exercise
caution the agency says, because the country could prevent U.S.
citizens from leaving through exit bans.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

VIA Metropolitan Transit's Police Department has received a
donation. They're getting a bullet and stab-proof vest for their K9,
Rocky. It was donated by the non-profit, Vested Interest In K9's Inc.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

Tomorrow, a 31 year old man is set to be in court on child
pornography charges. Authorities say Bobby Dominguez sent naked
pictures of a 6 year old to a group chat with undercover FBI agents.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :23

Authorities say disobeying his mom may have been this family's
saving grace. A 13 year old Delaware boy is being called a hero after
saving his family from their burning home.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Now if the government remains shutdown into the tax filing season,
people due refunds will have to wait to get them. During the
shutdown, the IRS will continue to process the returns and will accept
payments, but it will not issue refunds.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/4/2019 12pm

San Antonio Police are investigating a shooting at a 7-11 on 410 and
Rigsby Ave. on the east side. Investigators say there was some kind
of altercation between the clerk and two men. One man was shot in
the head, now three other men are being questioned.

Health News 4 WOAI

Cases of a polio-like illness that affects young children are on the rise
across the county. Several cases of Myelitis have already been
reported in Texas, and researcher are trying to figure out why.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI

Bexar County Commissioners took quick action today to fill the
vacancy on the Commissioners Court. Justin Rodrigues is willing the
position that was created following the death of lone time
Commissioner Paul Elizondo.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :15

Today Bexar County Judge Nelson Wolff named Justin Rodriguez as
Commissioner Paul Elizondo's replacement. Rodriguez is a former
San Antonio city councilman and member of the Texas House of
Representatives.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

We've got an update on an early morning shooting that sent a
teenager to the hospital. This afternoon, police confirmed the 17
year old who was shot is now in stable condition.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :22

At New York's JFK International Airport, as many as 170 TSA
employees have called out each day this week, and call outs have
also increased at the Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport. A TSA
union official says while some employees are upset about the pay,
others are calling out because they can no longer afford day care or
they're finding other jobs to pay their bills.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :19

The Medical Examiner's Office is confirming the victim in yesterday's
officer-involved shooting on the southside is 39 year old Samuel
Garcia. San Antonio Police Chief William McManus says officers shot
and killed him after he fired shots at them along Pleasanton Rd.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

The Department of Homeland Security is now asking for more troops
at the US-Mexico border. No decision has been made by acting
Defense Secretary Pat Shanahan.

Health News 4 WOAI :40

Cases of a polio like illness that affect young children are on the rise
across the country. Several cases are being reported here in Texas.
The disease is called Acute Flaccid Myelitis, or AFM for short.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Ford is recalling nearly 1 million vehicles. It affects several models
including the Ford Edge, Ranger, Fusion, Mustang, and Mercury
Milan. Ford needs to replace Takata passenger airbag inflators.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

A student at Tivy High School has been arrested and charged with
making a terroristic threat. In a statement, Kerrville ISD says the
student made the threat on social media.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :29

The Little League Baseball complex at Stinson Park is about to see
some major improvements. City officials held a groundbreaking this
afternoon to celebrate the start of construction on a new parking lot.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :40

San Antonio police have arrested a man being charged in a home
invasion type aggravated robbery. He's being identified as 37 year
old Luis Ruiz.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 2:09

The National Retail Federation found people planned to spend more
than $1000 this year. Not just on presents, but on decorations,
candy, and even gifts for themselves.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :22

A woman is being treated in the hospital after she and another
person were hit by a vehicle on the southwest side. Police say the
two had just picked up pizza at Little Ceasers.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/5/2019 5pm :50

One man was killed in an officer-involved shooting in San Marcos.
Richard Camacho was shot by police after someone called saying
they saw him shooting at a vehicle.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :42

A deaf man was refused service at a Taco Bell in Ohio. Video of the
incident is now going viral.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25

A meeting to negotiate the end to the partial government shutdown
wrapped up today. Another meeting will be held tomorrow.
Democrats have requested more details on the Homeland Security
department's needs.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :35

New video shows the suspect in a kidnapping of an 8-monthold boy.
In a press conference, SAPD Chief William McManus said they are
working around the clock to try and find King Jay Davila.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:31

Vice President Mike Pence met with White House officials and top
aides in hopes of ending the government shutdown. The president
has said the shutdown could last for months or even years.



Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :20

36 people in China have been arrested. They are accused of making
and selling fake namebrand hair dryers.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 1/6/2019 5pm NEWSCAST PRE-EMPTED
Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :15
Police are searching for two men after one of them pulled a gun at
North Star Mall. No one was hurt.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:39

Family members searching for King Jay Davila are now taking the
search into their own hands. The 8-month-old was believed to have
been kidnapped from a car at a West Side gas station Friday night.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

The New York Times is reporting that former Vice President Joe Biden
is one step closer to announcing whether he will run for president in
2020. He's expected to make a announcement in the next few
weeks.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/7/2019 12pm :25

San Antonio Police continue investigating a deadly overnight
shooting on the west side. Officers received a call for a shooting at
the castleridge apartments, when police arriced they found a man
with a gunshot wound in his chest.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23

San Antonio City council is expected to move forward this week to fill
the open District 2 council seat. We are expected to get a list of
candidates later today from the city.

Entertainment News 4 WOAI 1:40

Golden Globe Awards were last night in Holleywood, Ca. Bohemian
Rhapsody was the champion of the night. The Freddie Mercury biopic
hit a high note with wins for Best Actor, Rami Malek.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :14

There was a stabbing on the west side at about 1:30 this afternoon.
A man in his 60's is now in the hospital. He told police he was hit in
the head and stabbed several times.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :50

A special election has been set for next month to fill the Texas House
seat just vacated by Justin Rodriguez. It was just last week that
Rodriguez step down to become a Bexar County Commissioner for
Precinct 2.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Big changes are coming to Northeast ISD High Schools in the name
of school security. Crews will begin in March. Chain-link fences will go
around the perimeter of all the high schools.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :19

There's no sign of Trump budging for his demand of more than $5
billion for a border wall that he promised Mexico would pay for. The
government shutdown is now in its 17th day.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:24

Making headlines is the arrest of 20 year old Eric Black Jr. In Houston,
prosecutors say he's been charged with capital murder in connection
with the drive-by-shooting that killed 7 year old Jazmin Barnes.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :24

Texas comptroller Glenn Hegar released the Biennial Revenue
estimate today. It shows Texas is projected to have almost $120
billion in revenue available for the next biennium.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

A White House official says the Internal Revenue Service will still pay
them out. In the past, tax refunds have been delayed until the
government gets funded, but the White House Office of Management
and Budget is telling reporters today the Trump Administration is
trying to change that policy.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :34

A meeting has just started on the far east side to discuss school
safety. This is a live look from East Central High School where the
board of trustees is meeting with the public on whether arming
school staff should be considered part of an emergency management
plan.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :17

Lowe's is making a pledge to hire more people in 2019. The company
has announced it will hire more than 65,000 associates to improve
customer service and product availability.

Health News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:35

The most deadly drugs in America are perfectly legal, and might be
sitting right now in your medicine cabinet. Prescription painkillers.
Enough opioids are prescribed in Bexar county to provide drugs to
more than half the people living here.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

A New York woman is in critical condition after being attacked with
an ax by her own son. Police say the 52 year old victim got into an
argument with her 32 year old son. She was attacked inside their
family home.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :24

A New Jersey bus driver is caught on camera facetiming while
driving. A student on that bus recorded the incident and showed it to
his mom. He tells her it wasn't the first time.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/8/2019 12pm 1:20

A driver noticed a body on the side of the Moursund Boulevard at
about 7:30 a.m. and alerted authorities. Police said the man was shot
and then dropped off at that location.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :24

Sears Holdings is likely to reveal today whether it will consider a deal
to keep the company alive. The retailer received an offer that would
keep more than 400 stores open, and 50,000 people employed.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25

The 86th legislative sessions begins today in Austin. State Senator
Jose Menendez will deliver a press conference on the priorities and
issues that will impact Latinos.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :16

29 year old Scott Treiber has now been identified as the man who
was shot to death at the Castleridge Apartments on the west side
yesterday. Investigators are still looking for his killer.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi along with other leaders are introducing
a bill requiring expanded background checks on the sale of any fire
arm, including private sales at gun shows. It was exactly 8 years ago
today when former congresswoman Gabby Giffords was shot and
wounded in an Arizona grocery store parking lot.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :13

Sears is getting an extra day to negotiate a deal to save the
company. If Sears chairman Eddie Lampert pays a $120 million
deposit, he could save over 50,000 jobs by buying the company.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :18

Texas Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick is being called to the White
House for a meeting with the president. This comes as President
Trump prepares to address the nation tonight on the partial
government shutdown sparked by a fight over funding for a border
wall.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

A state district judge is issuing a gag order in the case of Amber
Guyger, the former Dallas police officer charged in the fatal shooting
of Botham Jean. Back on September 6th, she shot and killed the 26-
year-old.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :40

There's new information on a fire off of I-10 West near Hermosa Dr. A
spokesperson for the fire department says crews were back out there
removing more roofing material to make sure everything was
extinguished.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

San Antonio favorite Chris Madrid's is coming back this spring. The
be-loved burger joint burned down in October of 2017, and they've
been operating out of a food truck since then.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :21

District 7 is hosting public meetings to talk about the hiring process
of the next City Manager. The meetings will be hosted Thursday and
Saturday by councilwoman Anna Sandoval.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :40

The world's newest technology is getting time in the spotlight at the
consumer electronics show in Las Vegas. One of the new devices is
an LG television that you can pick up and move from room to room.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :21

A 46 year old woman was shot in the head while sleeping in bed and
now Mesquite police are searching for the gunman. Police are calling
it a drive by shooting but they are unsure if the shooter was on foot
or in a vehicle.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 3:01

The President wrapped up a short address to the nation from the oval
office. He made his case for why the US needs a bordal wall, warning
of a growing humanitarian and security crisis at our southern border.

Religion News 4 WOAI 1:52
A northside church is giving back to the city in a big way. Community
Bible Church plans to build a park that will cost more than a million
dollars.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1/9/2019 12pm 1:30

The president has invited congressonal leaders back to the white
house tomorrow to take another stab at reaching a deal, after the
government missed its midnight deadline to end partial shutdown.
It’s the 19th day and roughly 420-thousand employees are working
without compensation.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:25

A second suspect is facing a capital murder charge, in the the drive-
by shooting death of a 7-year-old girl in Houston. Jazmine Barnes was
shot while in the back of her family cat on December 30th, in what
prosecuters describe as a case of mistaken identity.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :42

Governor Greg Abbott, Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick and speaker
Dennis Bonnen spoke about the top priorities for Texas Lawmakers.
The three leaders are focusing on school financing and other issues
that have been in the works for decades.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :34

President Trump is laying out his case for a border wall and just
today he signed a piece of anti-human trafficking legislation. Now,
reaction to the immigration policies has been mixed.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :15

A 29 year old man in New York is facing murder charges and a
mental evaluation after killing his 90 year old grandmother and their
87 year old land lord. The results of his psychiatric exam will be
received within a month.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :21
A stunning crash and rescue in Florida. A highway patrol trooper
pulled over to help the driver. A car swerved to avoid slowing traffic.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :16

We’ve learned who the victim is in a murder on the citys southside.
The medical examiners office has identified the victim as 36-year-old
Edward Beltran.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25

Some property owners along the southern Texas border are "digging
in" to fight President Trump's border wall. The owners are rejecting
buyout offers and preparing to battle the administration.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :21

There are now sit-down electric scooters capable of hitting 20mph.
These Ojo electric scooters will soon be in Austin.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15
Toyota is recalling more than a million vehicles in the US. They need
to replace potentially deadly Takata front passenger airbag inflators.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Cibolo is offering a 30 day extension on water bill payments for those
affected by the ongoing partial government shutdown. You can fill
out an extension request for online.

Health News 4 WOAI :20

Its peak flu season, and Walmart is on a mission to give 3 million flu
shots nationwide this Saturday. Families can also get free health
screenings, low-cost immunizations, and free consultations with a
pharmacist.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:26

A woman is searching for a good samaritan she says saved her life
during a vicious dog attack on Friday. The 34 year old has been
through a great deal of pain and trauma since Friday.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45
A single mother and army veteran is struggling to pay her bills this
month because of the government shutdown. Thirty HUD employees
are on furlough.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:45

Every day, more than 115 peopled in the US die after overdosing on
opioids. Those range from legal painkillers, to street drugs like
heroin, and synthetics made with Fentanyl.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/10/2019 12pm 1:45

Bexar County Deputies are at a home on the far northwest side
investigating the deaths of three people. Investigators say a mother
and her two teen daughters were shot to death.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :31

Toyota is recalling more than 1.3 million vehicles in across the
country. It includes multiple Toyota, Scion, and Lexus brands from
model years 2010 through 2017.



Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :26

Sears is reportedly receiving a last minute offer yesterday that could
save the retailer from liquidation. Reuters is reporting that chairman
Eddie Lampert's hedge fund, ESL Investments, came though with a
revised version of his proposal.

Consumer/Financia
l Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :12

The company behind Marlboro, and other large tobacco brands,
wants to phase out cigarettes, and start making smoke-free
products. They'll now be focusing on a device that will heat tobacco,
instead of burning it.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :31

For almost a million Americans. Its been nearly three weeks of
uncertainty as the government shutdown hits day 20. Across the
country, thousands of employees and supporters took to the streets
with a message to Washington.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :37

A dramatic chase in Florida came to an end. A man wanted for
several crimes in the area tried to steal a pickup truck from a military
veteran.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:54

President Trump visited the border town of McAllen, Texas. As the
government shutdown enters day 20, lawmakers are continuing to
negotiate demands while President Trump continues to fight for his
$5.7 billion border wall.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:24

Deputies say a man who lives at a northwest side home made the
discovery a little after nine this morning. Two young girls detectives
believe to be teenagers were found shot to death.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

Deputies near Houston are trying to find a contract worker who
allegedly went on a stabbing spree. They say murder and aggravated
assault warrants are out for 34-year-old Evan Lyndell Parker.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 6:30pm NO SHOW, OPIOID TOWNHALL

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :26

People in Dallas are protesting the ongoing government shutdown.
Members of the American Federation of Government Employees and
workers from other impacted agencies came together to voice their
concerns.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

After 3 months of a nationwide search, authorities in Wisconsin say
missing teen Jayme Closs has been found alive. The 13 year old went
missing in October after her parents were found shot to death inside
their family home.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :12

The city of Del Rio was attacked by ransomware earlier today.
Servers at city hall are disabled. The city doesn't know if anyone's
personal data was compromised, but the city is investigating.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/11/2019 12pm 1:45

Three people are being charged for tampering with evidence in the
case of a missing 8-month-old San Antonio baby. According to
investigators it was a staged kidnapping, likely to cover up foul play.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

A 19-year-old Bexar County Jail inmate who was placed on life
support yesterday, has died. Joshua Miranda had been in the Jail
since January 6th on a charge of aggravated assault, when deputies
say he suffered some type of medical episode.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :21

The San Antonio  City Council is starting its search for the next city
manager. Council members are going over the 31 applicants that
have applied for the position.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :15

An elderly woman was headed to a restaurant to pick up food for her
granddaughter along Stone Oak Pkwy near Loop 1604. That's when
she hit the accelerator instead of the break and crashed into a
vacant building next to the restaurant.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25
Interviews start Monday for a new City Manager. 31 people have
thrown their name into the ring but the city will be interviewing 8.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :24

The local Sikh community is doing what it can to support those going
without pay due to the government shut down. They are offering free
vegetarian meals for all federal employees and their families.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :26

Tent city in Tornillo that was housing thousands of migrant children
has now been cleared out. The facility opened last June and was
supposed to only be temporary.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:00

Bloomberg Philanthropies announced our city as a winning city in the
Bloomberg American Cities Climate Challenge. City leaders say San
Antonio was selected because of our innovative and ambitious
climate action plans to reduce air pollution and city-wide emissions.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :17
A person has died in a house fire in Charlotte this morning. The
sheriff says there were two houses on fire on the west side of
Charlotte.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

Unless Washington can come up with a last minute fix, the
government shutdown will become the longest in US history. Some
government offices are set to re-open.

Health News 4 WOAI :15

A high-fiber diet is linked to a lower risk of death and chronic
diseases. That's according to a new study out of New Zealand. They
found it reduced body weight and total cholesterol.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :12

A student has been arrested after a rifle was allegedly found in his
car. 18 year old Douglas Cowey is charged with possession of
weapons in a prohibited place.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:45

The National Air Traffic Controllers Union is suing the federal
government over the government shutdown. Today, thousands of
workers saw nothing but zeros on their paychecks.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :41

We're learning more about 21 year old Jake Thomas Patterson, the
man police say killed Jayme Closs' parents and abducted the 13 year
old for months. Police say Patterson planned the crime, taking
precaution to shave his head to prevent the spread of DNA during
the break in.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :40

Police in Utah say a teen girl was participating in the now viral "Bird
Box Challenge" when she crashed her car. Authorities say the 17
year old pulled a beanie over her eyes and drove a truck at 35mph.
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Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:55

Former San Antonio mayor and HUD Secretary Julian Castro is
running for president. He made the announcement here in San
Antonio today, on the city's west side.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :10

In Missouri, at least 4 people are dead after a major snowstorm.
State troopers responded to more than 700 crashes.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25
We are now in what's considered the longest government shutdown
in U.S. history. It's the 3rd one under the current administration.

Health News 4 WOAI 1/13/2019 5pm :20

Right now scientists are looking into ways to improve the flu shot.
Researchers are reportedly closer to developing a vaccine that would
las through several seasons -- instead of only one, like the current
vaccine.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :15

One person is dead and at least 5 others are hurt, after a motel
shooting near Phoenix. The alleged suspect was also shot and is
being treated for his injuries.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Another candidate is in the running for the Texas House D. 125 seat.
Coda Rayo-Garza threw her hate into the race today.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :41

A balloon release was held tonight for baby King Jay Davila. A big
tunrout, at the same area where the 8-month-old was found buried
inside a backpack on the northeast side.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :52

A west coast laboratory is using artificial intelligence to fight hate
speech online. Some activisits worry though, that using AI to fight
hate speech may lead up to censoring some.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A woman in her 80s is in the hospital after a shooting on the east
side. Police say she and her husband were driving through an area
where two men were shooting at each other, and that's when she
was hit.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1/14/2019 12pm :29
Interviews begin today for the next San Antonio city manager. The
candidates include three current assistant city managers and two
deputy city managers.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:25

A woman who was accused of driving the getaway car the night
SAPD Officer Bobby Deckard was shot in 2013, has pleaded built to
capital murder. Jenevieve Ramos was sentenced to life with the
possibility of parole after 30 years.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :21

Sears is holding a bankruptcy auction for its assets today. Sears
chairman and largest shareholder submitted a $5 billion offer last
week.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :27

A woman pleaded guilty this morning for her role in the shooting
death of San Antonio police officer, Bobby Deckard. Jenevieve Ramos
was sentenced to life.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :34

It's day 24 of the government shutdown. President Trump has
backed off his threat to use exectutive power to fund the border wall,
saying he shouldn't have to.

Educational News 4 WOAI :13

Some 31,000 teachers are on strike in Los Angeles. It's the 2nd
largest school district in the country with 600,000 students. Teachers
want raises, smaller class sizes, and less charter schools.



Health News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:11

A major backlog at the Texas State Board Pharmacy could be
stopping patients across the state from getting the prescriptions they
need. At the start of this year, there's a new prescription pad doctors
need to use, but the state can't print them fast enough.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:11

Dallas police say a 35 year old father is accused of murdering his
own son. Brandon Edwards is facing a capital murder charge for his
son's death.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

A woman who was trapped inside an SUV after crashing into a tree in
southwest Bexar county is in the hospital right now. It happened
around 3:45 on Loop 1604 near Macdona Lacoste road.

Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

The "amplatzer piccolo" from Abbott is a pea-sized mesh device. It's
being used for babies as small as two pounds who are born with a
congenital heart defect.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :14

PG&E is filing for bankruptcy just a day after its CEO resigns. The
utility company is preparing for billions of dollars in potential liability
from lawsuits over last year's massive wildfires in California.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :32

The federal government wants to ease drone restrictions.
Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao says her agency will propose
letting some drone operators fly over crowds and at night without a
special waiver from current rules.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:17

A push for answers in the shooting deaths of a mother and her two
young daughters near Boerne. Detectives say the two girls were
murdered. The Medical Examiner's Office has ruled their mother's
death a suicide.

Educational News 4 WOAI :25

The superintendent of one of the biggest school districts in the area
tonight announced he's going to retire. Dr. Brian Gottardy of the
northeast school district revealed at tonight's board meeting that
he'll retire effective June 30th.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :29

San Antonio Congressman Joaquin Castro is speaking about President
Trump and the house investigation into possible Russian ties. He
says there are a lot of unanswered questions about the private
meeting between Trump and Vladimir Putin.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/15/2019 12pm :27

An 18-year-old suspected of shooting another teen in the head
turned himself into police. Devon Slaughter is accused of shooting a
19-year-old on January 5th while dropping off two teens at a home on
Mesquite Farm.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

New video released by the Bexar County Sheirff's office investigators
 hoping it can help identify a person caught on camera. The person
captured on security video may be inolved in a string of overnight
car break-ins on the far west side - near potranco road and talley
road.Business &

Economy News 4 WOAI :18
Netflix is increasing its prices yet again and this time it will be the
biggest increase since its beginning. Now users will have to pay $13
a month.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :15

The IRS is recalling nearly 50,000 employees currently on furlough
because of the government shutdown. That's nearly 60% of its
workforce. They say they need them back to handle tax returns.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

Former Texas Ranger and San Antonio Missions pitcher John
Wetteland is facing child sex abuse charges. The 52 year old is
accused of continuous sexual abuse of a child under the age of 14.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Netflix is raising it's prices again. The standard subscription will go
from $11 to $13. Existing members can expect the increase to take
effect within the next several months.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :51

Former Mayor of San Antonio and now presidential candidate, Julian
Castro, is talking about his run for the 2020 White House. He spoke
at the Latino Political Summit in the capital city of San Juan, Puerto
Rico to mobilize voters ahead of the 2020 election.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :31

We're now seeing the lowest unemployment rates since it started
being calculated back in 1976. Businesses in Texas are still looking
for workers to meet the growing demand.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

Three west Texas deputies are recovering after a shoot out errupted
while they were serving a warrant. In Odessa, near Midland, deputies
say one person was killed during the overnight shooting.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

Starbucks is considering adding something unusual to its store --
needle disposal boxes. It comes after this petition calling on the
coffee chain to find a safer way for their employees to dispose of
needles they find in the store's bathrooms.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13

We've learned at least one lawmaker from our area is rejecting their
pay during the shutdown. Today, Congressman Henry Cueller, from
district 28, says if federal workers aren't getting paid until the
shutdown is over, then neither is he.

Religion News 4 WOAI :18
Catholic Charities is also trying to help. They're offering food, rent,
and utility assistance for families affected by the government
shutdown.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :25

A Sam Houston High School employee is on leave tonight while San
Antonio ISD investigates inappropiate communication allegations.
The high school sent a letter home today to parents today.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25
An update now on who will replace City Manager Sheryl Sculley,
who's set to leave office by the end of June. There are now two
finalists for the job.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:02

The family of a 26 year old man who was killed at a northside bar
wants to see it shut down or improved for safety. Next month,
Terrence Scott's family and friends will be in the courtroom when his
alleged killer appears for a hearing.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/16/2019 12pm 1:15

A dozen people are behind bars after a massive identity theft sting
operation. A task force involving three counties and the US Post
Office helped take down a network of alleged criminals.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :19

Sears will stay open for now. The company's CEO has submitted a
new bid to rescue the company from bankruptcy.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :26

Former SA mayor Julian Castro is in New Hampshire right now for the
Politics and Eggs Forum. It was started as a way for business leaders
to meet presidential candidates.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:07

We are waiting for the city to announce who will be our next City
Manager. The finalists are Deputy City Manager Erik Walsh and
Assistant City Manager Maria Villagomez.

Health News 4 WOAI :45

The CDC is saying flu indicators, including illnesses, hospitalization
rates, and deaths resulting from pneumonia or flu, are actually lower
than this time last year. However, the CDC expects there will be
more flu cases.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:44

A couple is breaking into vending machines at local apartment
complexes. The man who owns the machines and apartment
managers are trying to stop them before they target bigger things.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :13

The 26th day of the longest government shutdown in US history.
Tonight 420,000 federal employees are working without pay and the
FDA is stopping some inspections of food due to the shutdown.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :35
A new date rape detection kit is now catching a lot of people's
attention. The "Sip Chip" by Undercover Colors, can detect drugs in
more than 100 drinks.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :49

The Houston man accused of chasing a teen driver who police say
caused a fatal crash on New Year's Day made his first court
appearance. 48 year old Christopher Lopez posted a $60,000 bond
yesterday.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :21

A group of bi-partisan senators have their own message for President
Trump, saying lets re-open the government now and we will work
with you on the border wall. But so far, there has been no major
movement.

Educational News 4 WOAI :25

Local pre-schoolers are honoring the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Students at Primrose School of Huebner Village are sharing their own
dreams after learning about Dr. King's famous "I Have a Dream"
speech.

Health News 4 WOAI :14

Microsoft and Walgreens are teaming up to take on Amazon. With
the help of microsoft, Walgreens will gain personalized data about
customers's health, so their pharmacists can give better wellness
solutions.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :22

The city has made their pick for the lone finalist for the new City
Manager. Just a couple of hours ago, they announced Erik Walsh as
the person to take the seat vacated by Sheryl Sculley.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :37

We are learning new information about a deadly fire in Canyon Lake
that claimed two lives on Monday. Michael Frank Winslett was known
for making people laugh and playing a guitar.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :35

Houston police say a 9 year old boy was shot and killed by another 9
year old boy. The 9 year old was killed when he and his 9 year old
cousin were playing with a gun.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1/17/2019 12pm :25

One motorcyclist is dead, another in critical condition after the two
were hit on San Antonio's far west side. Now, police are looking for
the driver who hit them.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30

Police in the city of Windcrest are investigating a homicide. A body
was found inside a parked cab in front of a thrift store on I-35 near
Eisenhauer Rd.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :24
Two people escape without injury after an early morning fire on
Fennel Dr. Firefighters tell us the fire started in the laundry room and
spread to the attic.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:50

A cab driver was killed, found shot to death in his cab this morning in
Windcrest. Adam Hersi was from Somlia and was working as a cab
driver to support his wife and three kids who are still in Africa.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :36

A fight broke out today between the President and House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi. As Pelosi and several other members of the House
were just about to leave for an overseas trip when the President
cancelled their flight.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :10

We are still waiting for an ID on the man killed on the southeast side
this morning. We know he's 23 years old. He was killed in a crash
along I-37 and 181 around 5am.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :26

A government report says thousands of migrant children were
separated from parents under President Trump than previously
reported. Whether they were reunified is unknown. The report found
a spike in immigrant family separations beginning in the summer of
2017.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :35
There is new information on a school bus in Dallas that overturned.
They are now reporting at least four teenaged students were taken
to the hospital.

Educational News 4 WOAI :20
A State Representative has filed legislation to effectively repeal the
STAAR test. State Representative Brooks Landgraf of Odessa filed the
legislation.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

The partial government shutdown has entered day 27. Today,
President Donald Trump announced he's cancelling military transport
for all congressional trips until the shutdown ends.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :15

More San Antonio companies are stepping up to help federal workers
affected by the shutdown. VIA is offering rides "free 4 you" beginning
tomorrow and will last until the end of the shutdown.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :23

Gymboree has officially filed for bankruptcy. The children's clothing
retailer will close its remaining stores, as well as its "Crazy 8" brand
stores.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :30
Let's show you some new video from the Guatemala-Honduras
border. It shows migrants traveling on a caravan there clashing with
police.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 2:30

A start up company is taking on San Antonio's digital divide. "City
Flag" has partnered with the City of San Antonio to launch the new
"311SA" app. It enables residents to report issues to the city in less
than 60 seconds.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :22
Police in Ohio are looking for a man who's been indicted for arson
after setting his own home on fire. He was caught on his own
security cameras.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/18/2019 12pm :27

A 17-year-old San Antonio boy is recovering after he was shot in the
leg. Police say two men pulled up to the restaurant in a car when a
dark colored suv with four other men pulled up next to them and
tried to rob the two victims.



Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :42

The San Antonio International Airport says they handled 10 million
passengers in 2018, an 11% increase from 2017. Airport directors
say it's a sign of the overall growth that is happening in the area.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

Day 26 of the Government Shutdown and looks to be no end in sight.
President Trump is receiving some flack over serving the National
Champion Clempson Tigers Football team fast food at the White
House this week when they came to visit. The White House kitchen is
limited because of the government shutdown.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:56

The latest now in a local case that's getting worldwide attention. The
shooting deaths of a mother and her two daughters near Boerne. The
Bexar County sheriff is now calling the mom's boyfriend a "person of
interest".

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14

The medical examiner has identified 21 year old Franklin Kreuger as
the man who died as he was trying to get into a Goodwill bin. They
say the lever came down and he suffocated.

Educational News 4 WOAI :34
As the government shutdown continues, more groups are stepping
forward to help. The northside school district has counseling
available for students.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:12

The Texas Department of Health and Human Services says very soon
funding for families in need of SNAP benefits will run out due to the
federal government's partial shutdown. Almost 290,000 people in
Bexar County receive SNAP payments that add up to $33 million.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :21

Newly released dramatic video out of the Fort Worth area shows
police officers rush to a burning vehicle and quickly pull out the
driver. Police say the pickup burst into flames after a suspected
drunk driver crashed into it on Wednesday.

Educational News 4 WOAI :20
Northside ISD is now expanding their dual language program. The
program started at two campuses back in 2001.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

Perdue Foods is recalling the 22oz package of "Frozen Simply Smart
Organics Chicken Breast Nuggest, Gluten Free". It has a best by date
of October 5th.

Health News 4 WOAI :22

The FDA is trying to help children put down vapes and other nicotine
products. The say vaping has increased 80% among high schoolers
and 50% among middle schoolers.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Another opportunity for those affected is happening the first
weekend of February. The Magik Theatre is offering furloughed
workers up to four free tickets to the opening weekend of the "Cat in
the Hat".

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :24

Authorites in Jasper County say an elderly couple was stranded in
floodwaters. The victim, 79 year old M.M. Kelly and his wife floated
on an ATV for more than 24 hours before Kelly drowned.

Educational News 4 WOAI :26

Seguin ISD says the want to crack down on bad spectators at soccer
games. They sent a letter home to parents today. The district says
they've noticed more instances of spectators yelling at players on
the bench.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI :46

A man in Utah is leading an online campaign to create a memorial for
baby King Jay Davila. William Harmer's online petition asks Mayor
Ron Nirenberg and other city officials to place a commemorative
plaque where the body of 8 month old baby King was found.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1/19/2019 5pm :15

Firefighters believe electrical issues may be the cause of a fire that
hit the Red McCombs business building on I-10 near Callaghan Rd. It
took firefighters about 90 minutes to put out the fire. Damage is
estimated around $100K.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :31
Big love coming from Big Lou's on the southeast side of town. The
pizza place hosted a blood and marrow drive today.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :37
Mayor Ron Nirenberg is running for re-election. He officially kicked off
the campaign today.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

A quick update on a story about a local teaching fighting a rare form
of cnacer. Thanks in part to viewers like you, her family is nearly
halfway to their goal on their GoFundMe account.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :15

3 people are dead after a home invasion in Houston. Authorities say
the 3 men who were killed were the *suspects* breaking into the
home, and that the homeowner shot them in self-defense.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

A former sergeant with the Comal County Sheriff's Office is in
custody. He's accused of having a relationship with a teenager,
grooming her, and then having sex with her.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/20/2019 5pm :20

A disturbing story out of Oregon. A man accused of killing 4 people,
including an infant, was shot and killed by police overnight. It
happened not far from Portland.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :10

We're getting a look at the destruction left behind in Alabama. An EF-
2 tornado touched down there, destroying more than 2 dozen
buildings.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Police are searching for the man they say shot another man inside a
popular bar in the Medical Center. Police say a heavyset man pulled
out a gun and shot another man, once in each leg. He's expected to
be okay.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :25

We are working to find out the name of a man killed outside a
northeast side dance studio this morning. Police say a security guard
shot and killed a man who'd been asked to leave a party at the
studio on Naco Perrin.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:46
A second summit is set between the U.S. and North Korea. Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo sat down to explain what the U.S. will be
asking for.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A suspect is now in custody and charged with capital murder -- after
a police officer was shot in killed in the line of duty today in Alabama.
It happened in Mobile.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/21/2019 12pm :28

San Antonio Police arrested a man who hit and killed a pedestrian on
the northwest side. The pedestrian was walking along callaghan road
when he was struck by someone driving a white pickup truck, the
diver left but his pickup was later found.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

SAPD officers continue looking into a shooting that happened
overnight on the city's northside. Police got a call after the victim
showed up at a gas station, the woman told officers shw was shot as
she two other were driving.

Educational News 4 WOAI 1:20

The annual Martin Luther King, Junior March was held this morning on
San Antonio's east side. This is the 51st year the march has been
held nationally, and the 31st year the march has been held in San
Antonio.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:54
A missing student has been found dead. We've confirmed Kyle
Loveday was the 17 year old found in a car that flipped on Bulverde
Rd.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

Right now, police are looking for three men who kicked down a door
in some UTSA housing and started shooting. The shooting happened
at about 5:30 this morning at Prado Student Living.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :11

Democratic Senator Kamala Harris has announced her presidential
run for 2020. The California democrat is the third senator to
announce their run, along with Kirsten Gillibrand and Elizabeth
Warren.

Educational News 4 WOAI 6pm :18

Texas is not getting a good grade when it comes to the state's
education. A new WalletHub report shows Texas is the 12th least
educated state in the US.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

The US government is issuing a security alert for Americans in Juarez
and Chihuahua city. This announcement come after a wave of cartel
violence that left at least eight officers hurt in Juarez.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

Texas' highest criminal court is upholding the murder conviction of a
man who claimed police violated his rights. Christian Sims was
convicted in 2014 for fatally shooting his grandmother.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

60% of coffee species in the wild could go extinct. That's according
to new research out of the UK. They found climate change,
deforestation, droughts, and plant disease are putting the future of
coffee at risk.

Health News 4 WOAI :15
E-cigarettes could be pulled off the market. That's the warning from
FDA commissioner Scott Gottlieb. He's called teen vaping an
epidemic in the past.Business &

Economy News 4 WOAI :15
Facebook may be facing the largest fine ever by the Federal Trade
Commission. It could total more than $22.5 million.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:12

The medical examiner has identified the man shot and killed by a
security guard outside a northeast side party venue over the
weekend. Police say 36 year old Frank Barrett started shooting at the
guard first after being asked to leave the party on Naco-Perrin
Boulevard.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :51

The Food Bank has been under more stress than normal because of
the government shutdown. The Food Bank feeds 58,000 people a
week and now more families need food.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

Police in Austin say they are looking for a group of attackers. The
victims alleging they were targeted for their sexuality.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1/22/2019 12pm 1:25

San Antonio Firefighters have had challenges recently while fighting
some fires recently. Last night there was a large fire on the city's
west side, but water pressure issues made it difficult to deal with. A
few weeks ago the same thing happened at a fire at an apartment
complex.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :29

An investigation is ongoing after a shooting that happened out in the
city of Kirby. Police were called out to Happiness Lane near Binz-
Engleman road, when they arrived they found a man shot in the
chest.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

The U.S. Supreme Court is allowing President Trump's transgender
military ban to go into effect. The policy blocks individuals who have
been diagnosed with a condition known as Gender Dysphoria from
serving with limited exceptions.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :50

The Bexar County Sheriff's Office is saying it will now by joining
forces with the San Antonio FBI to investigate the shooting deaths of
a mother and her two young daughters near Boerne. This is a case
that's getting world wide attention.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:54

The latest now on a massive warehouse fire on the west side. Arson
investigators are still looking into the cause of the fire. This was at
Pinn Rd near highway 151 at about 10 last night.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24
The FBI Agents Association today is asking Congress to end the
shutdown and pay their salaries. They represent 13,000 FBI agents.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :18

Police say 2 suspects were arrested today in Converse. They're
accused of trying to cook meth in a Walmart parking lot.

Religion News 4 WOAI :17

29-year-old Marco Moreno is accused of stabbing a worshipper to
death and hurting another 3 people in Corpus Christi last year. He's
been found NOT guilty, by reason of insanity.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Governor Greg Abbott is announcing a new grant that's helping
prevent and combat human trafficking. Bexar County will receive
about $80K of the $18M grant.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

A recall alert has been issued for Volvo owners. The automaker is
recalling 200,000 diesel cars worldwide. It affects several models
including the Volvo V-40, V-60, and V-70.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :39

The shutdown has entered its 32nd day and lawmakers in
Washington are still struggling to come to a compromise. Senate
Republican leader, Mitch McConnel, is moving a version of President
Trump's weekend proposal.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :16
In Fayette County, deputies have seized 50 kilos of cocaine during a
traffic stop. It happened Friday on I-10 at the 664 mile marker.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:55

The mother of a local suicide victim remains steadfast on her mission
to stop bullying. She already helped get a law passed in Texas, and is
now working to strengthen and create a new law this legislative
session.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :40

A phone scammer caused some confusion today at a southside
daycare. Teachers at St. Lawrence Daycare called parents today,
telling them they may need to pick their kids up early because their
power was being shut off.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

A load of property was recovered at a home on the city's southside.
Officers raided the home along East Amber St. near Pleasanton Rd.
and found truck, trailers, ATV's, generators, and multiple guns all of
which were stolen.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/23/2019 12pm :32

A man is in custody after leading DPS officers on a chase in Bexar
County overnight. Troopers say they were chasing a stolen white
vehicle when it eventually crashed into another car on IH-10 near
West Avenue.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

The City of San Antonio is cracking down on e-scooters and dockless
e-bikes. The city has put a cap on the amount of vehicles and is
planning on voting on several other regulations.

Educational News 4 WOAI :27
Thousands were in Austin today to participate in pep rallies about
school choice. That is an alternative option for public school districts.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :50

We have learned from police at least 5 people have been shot and
killed in Florida. Investigators say the suspect, now identified as 21
year old Zephen Xaber, went into a bank in Sebring, which is about
two hours from Tampa, and started shooting, taking hostages with
him.

Religion News 4 WOAI :10

Pope Francis has arrived in Panama. This is the Pope's first trip to
Central America. He will be visiting a juvenile prison and a hospice
for people suffering from AIDS.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Federal workers held a protest today, demanding their paychecks.
They are set to miss their second paycheck this week. The shutdown
is now in its 33rd day. Several were arrested.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :36

Pelosi called off next week's scheduled State of the Union address
because of the shutdown. Democratic leaders are drafting their own
version of a funding bill to reopen the Department of Homeland
Security.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :16
Austin police are now opening a hate crime investigation. They say a
gay couple was attacked over the weekend after leaving a nightclub.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :43

Residents in an Austin neighborhood say they have had enough of
mother nature. Since a new development started, wild hogs, coyotes,
and even bobcats are creating lots of problems.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :45

The FBI says they are getting involved in the investigation into the
death of Nichol Olsen and her two daughters. They were found shot
to death inside a home at Anaqua Springs ranch. The medical
examiner's office has ruled Nichol's death a suicide and the girls'
deaths as murder.

Educational News 4 WOAI :31

Northside ISD is considering expanding their pre-K program. It would
expand the program from half day to full day and open it to those
who are low-income or military families.



Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Hulu has announced that it is dropping the cost of its most affordable
plan by two dollars. Hulu's most basic plan will now cost $6 a month.
It goes into effect February 26th.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:22

There are new developments in the case of a deadly accident
involving a pedestrian. A man is leading his own investigation into
the crash that took his mom's life.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:48

A local State Representative is pushing back against the President's
proposal for a border wall with a piece of legislation of his own.
Today District 119 Representative Roland Gutierrez filed a bill to look
into the environmental impact of building a wall.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :40

We're following breaking news from Uvalde police tonight.
Investigators are working an active crime scene along Boone Street.
They say that street is closed and they're urging residents to avoid
the area.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/24/2019 12pm :45

Uvalde police say a 12-year-old boy has been arrestted after a man
was shot to death overnight. A woman called for help and told police
someone broke into her house and shot her 24-year-old boyfriend in
the head.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

A woman is recovering after being hit by a car on W. Gerald and S.
Zarzamora. Police tell us she was crossing the street when a car
making a left hand turn hit her and kept going.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 1:25

Juventus Soccer Academy is coming to San Antonio. The Italian
soccer club will train children 5-years and up at the newly announced
$6.2 million Soccer Central soccer complex scheduled to open in
June.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:27

Right now people are making their way inside to tell the parks and
recreation department what changes they want to see in the future,
along with a tobacco free policy and a greenway expansion. The
parks department says there will be an extra eye in the sky for
safety.

Health News 4 WOAI :09

An outbreak of measles in the northwest is raising concerns. More
than 20 cases have been confirmed in Washington, mostly affecting
un-vaccinated children.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :50

Just within the last hour, the White House said President Trump will
not accept a short term deal to re-open the government, unless it
includes a large down payment for his promised border wall.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :46

Police in Uvalde are trying to find answers and a possible motive
after a 12 year old allegedly killed a man. 24 year old John Duane
Meter was shot in the head a little before 8 last night.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :57

NISD just hired a furloughed government employee who says he
does not understand why this shutdown is happening. Richard Riggie
is a consumer safety officer for the FDA.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Heading to South Padre Island for a weekend getaway may soon cost
you more. At Wednesday night's state of the island address, Mayor
Denis Stahl says he wants to charge visitors $2 an hour for public
parking.



Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

Old Sears stores are getting new life. Gold's Gym is opening up new
locations in former Sears in New York, Pennsylvania, and California.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :42

A place for children of all abilities to play together is coming to San
Antonio. Baptist Temple received a check from the Baptist Health
Foundation to build an inclusive playground on the southside.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :12
The San Antonio Hispanic Chamber of Commerce has a new leader.
Diane Sanchez has been chosen as its new president and CEO.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:29

A family wants justice after their loved one was killed in a hit and run
in Seguin. 19-year-old Thomas Hagen was riding his bike in October
when he was killed. His family is now taking steps to find the person
responsible.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:08

Tomorrow hundreds of thousands of federal employees will miss their
second paycheck due to the government shutdown. Today a local
church surprised TSA employees at the airport with gift cards.

Educational News 4 WOAI :31

A controversial decision has been made by the Harlandale School
Board. They voted to extend superintendent Rey Madrigal's contract
for another year. Some residents aren't happy about that because a
state investigation recently found the board and possibly the
superintendent violated state law.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/25/2019 12pm 2:30

Roger Stone, political advisor to President Donald Trump's 2016
presidential campaign has been arrested at his home in Florida this
morning. He is the sixth Trump aide charged in Mueller's
investigation into election interference in 2016.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35

Today the Bexar County Sheriff's Office unveiled details on a
program that's designed to help everyone in the county that may be
dealing with a physical or mental disability. Sheriff Javier Salazar,
along with various community organizations, launched the Bexar
County Sheriff's Safety Sticker Program.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

A man is recovering after being stabbed in the chest by a pregnant
woman on Mulberry Ave. The woman is expected to be charged with
aggravated assault.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :29
The longest partial government shutdown in history is over. The
President making that announcement about 1:30 this afternoon.

Religion News 4 WOAI :13
Pope Francis continues his trip in Panama. Today, he visited their
main youth prison there. He spent time hearing confessions from
inmates.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :16

At least 200 are missing in Brazil after a dam collapsed, sending tons
of mud flowing over a small town. The dam is owned by Brazil's
biggest mining company.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :30

A train and school bus have collided in Athens, near Dallas. We're
learning a middle school student has died and an elementary school
student has been airlifted to a hospital in Dallas.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

An update now on the two women who spray-painted graffiti on two
San Antonio missions. 21 year old Gabriella Fritz and 22 year old
Sydney Faris both pleaded guilty yesterday to federal charges.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI :51
An Austin man finally found out who his biological mother is with a
lot of help. Christian Guerrero lives in Maryland, but he's originally
from Austin.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :48

Talking to your child about depression can be tough at times for
parents to get their kid to speak about this. Licensed counselor
Rebecca Francesconi says the best action a parent can take is to
listen and assess how deep the level of sadness is.

Health News 4 WOAI :20
The Center for Disease Control is now giving an update on the flu and
it's not looking good. The CDC says there's no signs the flu is slowing
down.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

A recall alert for Whole Foods shoppers. The Austin-based market is
recalling salads, pizza, sandwiches, and wraps containing baby
spinach due to possible salmonella contamination.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :22

Police are wrapping up their work at the scene of a deadly accident
on the southside. Investigators say a man in his 30's was walking in
the road, not in a crosswalk.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

Investigators have charged 35 year old Aaron Welgraz with
continuous sexual abuse of a child and indecency with a child by
contact. An arrest warrant states a seventeen year old girl and 14
year old complained to police about the alleged abuse.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:11

Interim District 2 councilman Art Hall is on the job and by all
accounts has his work cut out for him. The district office has had a
turnover in leadership 5 times within the past 5 years.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/26/2019 5pm 1:45

Reaction continues to pour in after a Bexar County Sheriff's Deputy
was killed in the line of duty. K9 deputy Chucky died after he was
shot following a chase and standoff last night. now we've learning
more details about the man accused of gunning down the 5-year-old
dog.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

The search continues after a man was shot several times at a busy
intersection on San Antonio's west side. It happened at the corner of
Alamo Ranch Parkway and Culbra Rd. A group of men began arguing
and that's when at least nine rounds were fired at an SUV. The driver
of  the SUV was the only one shot and remains in serious condition.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

A massive manhunt goes on in louisiana for a man law officers say
shot and killed five people. Investigators say 21-year-old Dakota
Theriot murdered *both* his parents, as well as three other people at
a different location. Theriot is said to be driving a stolen dodge pick-
up truck and is considered armed and dangerous.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:35

Reaction continues to pour in after a Bexar County Sheriff's Deputy
was killed in the line of duty. K9 deputy Chucky died after he was
shot following a chase and standoff last night. now we've learning
more details about the man accused of gunning down the 5-year-old
dog.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

San Antonio Police arrest a man who was wanted for a recent
robbery. 36-year-old Matthew Avalos was brought into SAPD
Headquarters a just a couple of hours ago. Investigators say Avalos
robbed the Lucky Food Store off cupples road on January 11th.

Educational News 4 WOAI :24

Dreamweek 2019 wrapped up this evening with the annual Mayor's
Ball. This is the 2nd year for the event designed to recognize local
talent in music, performing art, and poetry. It was held at St. Paul
Square. San Antonio Mayor Ron Nirenberg" was the guest of honor.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1/27/2019 5pm :51

The deputy chief in charge of the Bexar County Jail has been
suspended. It comes after an imate was mistakenly released from
custody without a GPS monitor. Internal Affairs is conducting an audit
to make sure this doesn't happen again.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The U.S. Postal Service is making some changes to how much you
pay. Starting today, Forever stamps will go up to 50-cents. Prices for
priority mail are also jumping up by 5.9%.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :10

Crews were busy cleaning up graffiti this afternoon on the side of San
Antonio Police Headquarters. Someone spray-painted the side of the
downtown building. Police are investigating.

Religion News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

A little boy from Guatemala, who died in U.S. custody last month, is
now in his final resting place. Felipe Gomez Alonzo, 8, was buried
today in his hometown. He died on Christmas Day from the flu.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :13

New video out of Converse shows firefighters battling a grass fire.
The flames covered three to four acres near Gambels Quail and FM
1516. Firefighters were able to stop it from spreading to homes.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Democratic Senator Kamala Harris has officially launched her
campaign for president. She held a rally today in her hometown of
Oakland, California outlining her plan. She's proposing medicare for
all, tax cuts and criminal justice reform.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/28/2019 12pm 1:20

A 12-year-old boy accused of shooting and killing a man in Uvalde
will be in court this afternoon for a detention hearing. The boy's
father believes bullying could be a motive for the shooting.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :31

Councilman Greg Brockhouse will host a town hall to meet City
Manager finalist Erik Walsh. Walsh will answer questions concerning
what he would do as city manager and his priorities.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :23

The United States Postal System raised the price of a "Forever"
stamp from 50 to 55 cents. The federal agency also announced a
price changes in their priority mail.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :23

Police are investigating a shooting just north of downtown. It
happened off East Dewey Place near North Main. Police tell us just
before three an officer heard gunfire and called it in.



Health News 4 WOAI 1:39

A day like today is a perfect example of some wild pressure changes
because of the strong cold front that will push in shortly. There is
mounting evidence that big swings in barmoetric pressure can act as
a trigger for those debilitating migraines. Dr. Carver says that studies
show that between 30 and 70 percent of people relate their
migraines to weather changes.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:47

The government is open for business at least for another 18 days. On
Capital Hill -- there's a small group working to find common ground
on the President's Border Wall. President Trump says he will get his
wall with or without Democrats.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :20

the search is on for a gang member wanted on charges of
aggravated assault with a deadly weapon, theft and parole violation.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:50

a dark, curvy stretch of bulverde road has already claimed one
teenager's life.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

now to an update on a man from boerne -- who's charged with
negligent homicide in the death a fraternity pledge.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :09

Samsung is working to be more green. The company will soon their
appliances in more environmentally friendly products. It includes
wrapping their smartphones, washing machines and televisions with
recycled plastic and paper.

Educational News 4 WOAI :35

New numbers are out on the effects of the city's Pre-K 4 SA program.
Today, those results unveiled at a news conference at the program's
south education center. Students enrolled in the program's initial
class had stronger STARR exam scores on third grade reading and
math.

Health News 4 WOAI :24

If your child spends a lot of time behind the screen, it may be time to
re-think it. Canadian researchers looked at 2,400 kids when they
were two and three-years-old. Those who spent more time staring at
the TV, tablets or a computer had lower scores on developmental
screenings a few years later.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:15

Following breaking news out of Houston where four officers were
shot while serving a drug-related warrant. Reported on the officers
conditions at the hospital - the two suspects were killed in the
shootout.

Consumer News 4 WOAI 1:25

hotel guest shares cell phone video from her stay at a local hotel.
She was disgusted to find bed bugs. Spoke to an exterminator about
this growing problem in the area and how to prevent an infestation.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :22

Covering one fo the worst arctic outbreaks in more than two decades
- a winter storm targeting 75 percent of the United States. Weather
experts are sharing warnings to stay inside or risk physical harm
from the severely cold temperatures.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/29/2019 12pm :32

Police are investigating a deadly shooting at the Westchase
Apartments on Woodchase Drive near Bandera Road. A man was
found outside with a gunshot wound. So far, no arrests have been
made.

Educational News 4 WOAI :45

Some local high school students are getting a hands on learning
experience with electricity. Students in the construction
management classes were given a demonstration on some of the dos
and don'ts of working with CPS Energy.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30
The State of the Union address has been pushed back to Feb. 5.
Nancy Pelosi invited President Trump now that the shutdown is over.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:11

Right now an investigation is underway after a two-year-old suffered
a serious injury to her face. The toddler's family reached out for help
after hearing the tragedy of Baby King Jay Davila's death. It was two
weeks ago that the baby's grandmother went to pick her up and
discovered the two-year-old with an untreated cut and swelling
across her eye.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :29

New numbers out today show households across Bexar County are
struggling. The United Way found 36 percent of houeholds here earn
more than the povery line but less than the basic cost of living.
Meantime 15 percent of households in Bexar County are living in
poverty.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Employees impacted by the partial government shutdown could see
their back pay by Thursday. That's according to the office of
amanagement and budget. Some got their pay today.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:23

new at six -- a bittersweet day for bexar county deputies and their k-
9 unit.
 after one four-legged deputy was killed in the line of duty over the
weekend -- today another entered into retirement.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :40

making headlines --
 the photos of the suspects killed in last night's shootout with police
officers in houston.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :22

right now --
 more than 125-million dollars *could* be coming to texas... in a
tobacco settlement agreement.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :26

Early voting is underway for the House District 125 special election.
Five candidates are running to replace the seat left by Justin
Rodriguez, when he replaced the late Paul Elizondo on the Bexar
County Commissioner's Court. Early voting continues through
February 8.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :13

A recall alert for brand new trucks by Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. It
affects nearly 160,000 2019 Ram 1500 pickup trucks. A faulty
connection can cause loss of power steering.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :11

Shares in Gamestop are taking a bit hit. The video game retailer
announcing today it is no longer pursuing a sale of the company. It
comes as more gamers are skipping retail shops to buy their games
online.



Health News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:12

A psychologist shares how the longest government shutdown in
history impacted federal workers even after it was over. Experts
share how the financial struggle from missing paychecks could lead
to depression, anxiety and coping mechanisms like alchol abuse.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:39

stories from people living along the border about how a border wall
would impact their lives. One landowner says they they he's willing
to give up some of his land for the wall so that smugglers could stay
out of the U.S. He shares his experience seeing crime along the
border close to his ranch.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:26

Student is hit by a big rig while crossing the street on her way home
from school. She speaks out to share what happened to her in hopes
that she can encourage the implementation of school safety zones
and crossing guards to prevent more accidents from happening.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/30/2019 12pm 1:25

Police in New Braunfels are looking for more human remains after
some were found by a utility crew yesterday morning. Right now they
are asking people to avoid the area near FM 1044 and Green Valley
Road as crews continue their search.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

San Antonio Police are investigating a shooting on the southwest
side. A man was walking along the loop 4-10 access road near
Altitude drive when a car pulled up next to him and shot him once in
the leg.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

Police take a man into custody after he tried to deliver a suspicious
package to a hospital on Huebner. A staffer says the package
contained wires, batteries and had the word "boom" written on it.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :49

We've learned another person booked into the Bexar County Adult
Detention Center was released because of an error. The Sheriff's
Department says 32-year-old Andrew Ford was booked on December
28th on a non-violent misdemeanor charger. They say during the
booking process -- an order for a hold out of San Patricio County near
Corpus was overlooked.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:07

Starting Friday the local foster care system will be privatized. The
state's actually partnering with local advocates. They're setting up a
system to really focus onteh critical first few hours after a child is
removed from a home.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

The number of traffic related deaths on Texas roadways dropped last
year. It's for the second time since 2010. Those numbers are
according to the Insurance Council of Texas.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:44

developing right now --
 an investigation in new braunfels -- after police say some human
remains were discovered there yesterday afternoon .

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :28
right now -- a new proposed bill would shut down the gun show
loophole.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

this just into the news four broadcast center --
 police say 50-year-old bruce jones has been arrested --  for spray-
painting graffiti on the san antonio police headquarters three days
ago.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

An item mean to keep your baby safe is under recall. It affects 500
baby bed rails by Hot Mom. The rails don't meet the federal standard
and can pose entrapment or suffocation hazards.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :35

There's a new bill aimed at protecting women in the workplace. The
Paycheck Fairness Act was presented on Capitol Hill today. It would
add provisions to current equal pay laws, including being paid based
on your current worth in the marketplace and not your salary history.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :16

A new aquarium is coming to San Antonio. Coral reefs and tanks are
being added to the Sea Life Aquarium. It opens in May at the Shops
at Rivercenter and will house more than 250 species of marine life.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:10

Speak with bystanders who helped rescue a woman from a car
accident. Residents have a history of complaining about potholes and
say the crash very well may have been caused by a pothole. The city
is now looking into fixing the road.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 1:21

Local businesses supporting a ban on electric scooters. Area
residents saying the scooters are impacting the city in a negative
way because there are not enough regulations - creating crowded
sidewalks. Examining a move to impose fines if scooter riders dont
comply with rules.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:18

Neighborhood complaining about the city's failure to fix a street light.
It has left an entire street in the dark. A homeowner on that street is
a disbaled vet and former electrician, he wanted something done to
keep kids in the neighborhood safe. The light was fixed after we
brought the issue to light.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1/31/2019 12pm 1:45

A national gun violence prevention group is taking Academy Sports
and Outdoors to court for the Sutherland Springs Church Massacre.
The lawsuit claims the sporting goods store negligently and illegally
sold Devin Kelley the assault rifle used in the attack.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

The polar vortex is getting worse for half of the country. 
Meteorologists say 85 percent of the U.S. Land area and 230 million
americans experienced temperatures of 32 degrees or colder.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :37

San Antonio took the next step in naming a new city manager. The
City Council voted on the appointment of Deputy City Manager Erik
Walsh. His first official day on the job will be March 1st.

Religion News 4 WOAI 5pm 5:28

A new report on sexual abuse by priests in San Antonio shows 57
members of the clergy connected to the Archdiocese of San Antonio
have been credibly accused of sexually abusing children since 1940.
Even with the report coming out today -- the Archbishop says they're
continuing to investigate allegations against living and deceased
clergy. The report spans from the 1940s through 2019.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25

The City of San Antonio officially has a new city manager -- Erik
Walsh. He was apporved unanimously by the city council today. He'll
get a base salary of 312 thousand dollars and he is not eligible for a
bonus.



Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :15

New video out of New Jersey shows just how cold it is -- firefighters
are literally freezing. Water is freezing on the building, powerlines
and firefighters themselves as they work to put out fires. They even
used a blowtorch to thaw out the fire hydrants.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:04

57 clergy members -- dating back to the 1940's.
 that's how many have been accused of child sexual abuse -
according to a list just released by the archdiocese of san antonio.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :23

right now --
 next week's auction of former state senator carlos uresti's 81-
hundred-square foot helotes home -- is off.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

across texas --
 the man accused of bringing guns into an amarillo church last
september -- is pleading guilty.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :11

Right now, the Bexar County Sheriff's Office is warning you to be
aware of your surroundings. It comes after a jogger says she was
touched by a man. It happened in the Estates of Arcadia Ridge in far
west Bexar County.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Some homeowners in La Vernia will have their water cut off
temporarily. The Public Works Department will turn water off tonight
at ten to fix a leak in the 300 block of Chihuahua Street. They hope
to have service back up by 1 a.m.

Religion News 4 WOAI 1:15

The names of clergy, accused of sexually abusing minors in our area,
is out. The Archdiocese of San Antonio releasing the list of credible
allegations in response to Pope Francis' call for transparency within
the Catholic Church. In all, the list names 57.

Religion News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:15

After a list of credibly accused clergy is released, we caught up with
one local man named in the report handed over by the Archdiocese.
The accused priest shares his reaction to the list and expresses his
apologies for his convicted crimes including indecent exposure and
child porn.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:40

Local authorities hoping to catch the man or men responsible for
attacks on young women. One jogger says she was grabbed by a
man during her run, another woman says she was touched
inappropriately while walking to a bus stop.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Immigrants at an El Paso detention facility are being force fed food.
This is after they went on a month-long hunger strike. A judge
ordered that the detainees are fed through plastic nasal tubes.
Health services are monitoring the group.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/1/2019 12pm 1:20

SAPD is investigating a shooting on the city's northeast side   that
sent a woman to the hospital. Police says woman and two
passengers had pulled  up to the intersection before the driver was
shot  from another car that pulled up next to them.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

San Antonio Police are now turning to the public to help them track
down the person who shot and killed a man outside his apartment
earlier this week. John Burton was found dead on a sidewalk at the
Westchase apartments.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Testing by consumer reports found concerning levels of heavy metal
and sugar in fruit juices. According to the report half out of 45 name
brand apple, grape and pear juices tested positive for high levels of
arsenic and lead.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:01

The medical examiner's office has determined a cause of death for
baby King Jay Davila. They have ruled that the 8-month-old's death
was a homicide as a result of blunt force injuries.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :31

The president says he will likely declare a national emergency to
build a wall on the Mexican border. The government is set to shut
down again in two weeks.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :50

The Texas Attorney General has announced that his office is offering
help to all district and county attorneys in the state as they prepare
to investigate cases involving clergymen accused of sexually abusing
children.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :13

A 25-year-old San Marcos man is facing more charges of child
pornography. He was originally arrested back in early November.
Now Abel Martizen is charged with nine more counts.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :48

After sending thousands of troops to the Mexican border and then
sending them home, President Trump says he wants more troops on
the ground. Top Pentagon officials told lawmakers this week that the
deployment has helped secure the border.

Health News 4 WOAI :33

San Antonio Lighthouse says they want to help anyone struggling
with vision. Profits going to their organization will be used to help
provide for people who are blind or vision-impaired.

Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

There's a recall alert for dog food by Hill's Pet Nutrition. It affects
select cans from their prescription diet and science diet brands. The
levels of vitamin-D may be too high and can lead to health problems.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

A popular feature is returning to Apple devices. The company is re-
introducing the ability to do group facetimes. It was briefly done
away with after a bug allowed users to eavesdrop through someone
else's iPhone.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :09
After surviving bankruptcy, David's Bridal is now lowering prices for
its dresses. It's an effort to stay competitive against online retailers.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:21

57 catholic clergy members in San Antonio are tied to the nationwide
sexual abuse scandal. A woman is discussing her brother's abuse at
the hands of a San Antonio archdiocese priest for the very first time.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:38
Cutting-edge technology is helping take care of America's heroes. It's
decades in the making and is helping injured veterans walk again.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :24

A welcomed warm up is coming to the northern United States after a
deadly polar cortex swept through the area. 160 weather records
were broken by the bitter cold.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2/2/2019 5pm :20
Melissa Cabello-Havrda says she's picking up where she left off.
She's running, once again, for the D6 city council seat.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20
The White House says Ronny Jackson will serve as Chief Medical
Advisor for the White House. Jackson is the president's former
physician.

Educational News 4 WOAI :15

The annual Western Heritage Parade and Cattle Drive -- continues its
longstanding tradition today. More than 100 longhorn steers and
horses made their way downtown. The festivities run until 9 tonight.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:34
An elderly couple is without a home tonight, after a fire. We've
learned investigators believe the fire was caused by a space heater.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :20

One Miami highrise is building NOW to prepare for the future. The
project includes a takeoff and landing pad -- for flying cars.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :10

Rain in Malibu turned a street into a river. The mudflow crashing
against trees -- measured up to 4-5 feet high.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/3/2019 5pm :30

2 people are in the hospital with serious injuries -- after a shooting on
the southwest side. It happened around 3 this morning on Fairshire
near Five Palms Drive.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
A man was killed today in a crash involving an 18-wheeler. It
happened around 3 AM on Rittiman near Gibbs Sprawl.

Religion News 4 WOAI :10
Pope Francis is on a historic trip in the Middle Easter. His visit marks
the first ever by a pope to an Arab gulf state.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :30

MMA fighter Cedric Marks is now back in custody. He escaped from a
prison transport van earlier today near Houston. He's facing multiple
murder charges.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

President Donald Trump says he's considering military intervention in
Venezuela. The US and several allies want socialist leader, Nicolas
Maduro, to step down. That nation is seeing a number of issues,
including hyper-inflation and food shortages.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

The search is on for a man who shot 3 people at a Denny's in New
York. It happened near Syracuse.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/4/2019 12pm :29

Lawyers for Academy Sports and Outdoors motion to dismiss a
lawsuit filed against the retailer by victims of the Sutherland Springs
massacre has been denied. The victims allege the store illegally sold
a Ruger AR-556 rifle and a 30 round magazine to Devin Patrick
Kelley. Kelley later killed 26 people and injured 20 inside the First
Baptist Church in Sutherland Springs in November of 2017.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :33

The "Volunteer Income Tax Assistance" program kicked off today at
the Claude Black Community Center. The program, provided by the
city, will give free tax preparation for individuals and family who
made $55,000 or less last year.



Educational News 4 WOAI :22

Open enrollment is underway for the 2019 - 2020 academic year for
Pre-K 4 SA. Parents can apply three ways: online, over the phone or
by visiting an education center. You will then be notified in three
days if your child is accepted to register.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:30

A family is suing because their son was bullied at school. It's believed
to one of the first lawsuits based on the new David's law. They are
looking for $50k in damages.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Survivors of the Sutherland Springs shooting have been allowed to
sue Academy. The ruling came from a San Antonio district Judge. The
gunman bought the gun used in the massacre from an Academy.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :22

We've got new video of heavy equipment in the rio grande valley. It's
there to start construction on 33 miles of the border wall. It will start
on federally owned land.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :30

breaking news you'll see only on news 4.
 exclusive video of the first buses reaching the border of mexico and
texas - at the point of piedras negras and eagle pass..

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :51

new information tonight --
 in the capture of a texas m-m-a fighter... who's facing murder
charges

Educational News 4 WOAI :42

new at six --
 confluence park has received an impressive national award for its
unique look and design.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

A woman's clothing retailer is filing for bankruptcy. Charlotte Russe is
seeking Chapter 11, as it continues looking for a buyer. The company
has plans to close 94-stores, including their location in New
Braunfels.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Americans are spending more on Valentine's Day.That's according to
a study by the National Retail Federation, with the average being
$162. Fewer adults are celebrating the holiday, while some young
people mark the day by spending time with their single friends.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Only 5% of teenagers are getting enough sleep and exercise. That's
according to the CDC. The agency says parents can help by turning
off electronic devices before bedtime and making exercise as a
family a priority.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:17

Sexual abuse claims at an area daycare. Three adults who own and
manage the facility are in custody and facing charges for allegedly
not reporting that one kid was inappropriately touching other
children. The center cares for kids aged 6 weeks to 12 years old.

Religion News 4 WOAI :17

A look at the progress being made on a new First Baptist church in
Sutherland Springs. The house of worship will replace the old building
where a mass shooting happened in November 2017.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

A preview for what is expected at the State of the Union address. The
President is expected to talk about the border wall, infrastructure
and trade.This speech comes as a second government shutdown
could be on the horizon  if a deal is not reached for border wall
funding.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/5/2019 12pm :24

Two women are in the hospital after a rollover. Officers say a man
was talking with passengers in his vehicle when he rolled over, the
male driver is being assesed for DWI.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :45

Governor Greg Abbott delivered his 'State of the State" address at
the state capitol. He says Texas leads the nation for women
entrepreneurs, tech exports, job creation and gas production.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :36

Five cases of the measles have been confirmed in Texas, and there
may be more. A woman, along with three boys and a girl all under
the age of two, were confirmed to have the virus in three Houston-
area counties.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:27

Four people have been charged for claims of sexual abuse at a home
daycare in La Vernia. According to arrest affidavits, a four-year-old
and eight-year-old girl were sexually assaulted by the same 10-year-
old boy.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:12

A large law enforcement presence is in Eagle Pass as a migrant
caravan approaches. A makeshift facility on the border is housing
migrants seeking asylum.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:01

A rising trend has police a little concerned, people are turning to an
app to report crime instead of police. Police say people should call
them instead of posting on Next Door.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:31

continuing coverage on the owners and a director of a wilson county
daycare - arrested. They're accused of not reporting a case of sexual
abuse between children in their care.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:00

now to the latest from the u-s... mexico border.
 state and federal agents are preparing for a long watchful night
along the border in eagle pass.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :38

governor greg abbott is letting every texan know --
 the state of the state is focusing on school safety. He says he's also
focused on teacher pay raises... and property tax relief.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :10

A new recall affects two models of DeWalt Drills. A problem with the
wiring can pose a shock hazard. They were sold by Lowe's, The Home
Depot, Amazon.com and other retailers.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :25

Dollar Car Rental and Thrifty Car Rental say their corporate locations
will eliminate credit checks. They are also lowering the age
restriction for renting cars from 25-years-old to 20-years-old. Now,
you'll only need a debit card and driver's license for rentals booked
more than 24-hours in advance.



Religion News 4 WOAI :14

People in China and Taiwan are kicking off celebrations for the Lunar
New Year. They're holding parades, ceremonies and prayers. Today
marks the first day of the Year of the Pig.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:15

Following a manhunt on the south side of the city. Police say a
gunman kicked in an apartment and began shooting -- killing two
people and leaving two others injured. Investigators don't think it is a
random act and are asking that anyone with info come forward.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:18

Flu cases are on the rise across Texas. One father who lost his
daughter to the flu shares his warning to parents about taking kids to
the doctor if they display symptoms. He is now an advocate for
getting vaccinations .

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:28

A look at big changes coming to the bail bond system. Judges are
more often giving non-violent suspects personal recognizance bonds.
Some say the practice could drive up crime, others say it’s a way to
save tax dollars

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/6/2019 12pm

The San Antonio Police Department is investigating after an infant
dies at a home daycare on the west side. The medical examiner is
working to figure out why the 5-month-old child died.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI

Crime Stoppers are looking for a man who threatened an employee
of Target with a knife. According to police, the suspect was
shoplifting some item and walks out of the store. An employee tried
to stop him, that when the suspect displayed a knife in his pants and
ran away.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI

SAPD is now looking for a killer, after a shooting on the south side
leaves a man and woman dead, sends two other to the hospital.
Police say a man kicked down the door to one of the apartments and
opened fire.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:18

More than 250 military personnel are headed to Texas in response to
the migrant caravan in Piedras Negras. Border Patrol has been
conducted readiness drills as the caravan makes its way to the
United States.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :13

A man has been charged with sexually assaulting a child. David
Clarence Allen allegedly met up with a 15-year-old at a motel. Police
say he took drugs and drank alcohol with the victim before assaulting
her.

Health News 4 WOAI :12

President Trump says he wants to put an emphasis on the HIV
epidemic. Health officials say they want to reduce new infections by
75 percent over the next five years.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:00

A six-month-old girl died at a west side daycare on Monday. From
2011 to 2014, 42 daycares in Bexar County had their licenses
revoked. But from 2015 to last year, the state only shut down three.

Educational News 4 WOAI 2:23

School funding is a major piece of Governor Greg Abbott's plans for
2019. But some teachers are worried about his proposal to add a
merit-based pay plan.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23

The city of San Antonio and the firefighters union met this morning
regarding contract negotiations. The city's chief negotiator says that
they were able to lay some ground rules for discussions going
forward.



Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :34

Families on the west side now have access to free pre-natal
community resources. Today, the Methodist Hospital Women and
Teen Center opened its doors. The center provides pregnancy
testing, classes for new and expecting parents and medical eligibility
information.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :16

JC Penney department stores will discontinue selling major
appliances in stores and online by February 28. If you do buy
appliances costing $300 or more before then, you'll receive free
basic delivery and installation.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Police in Seguin are looking for the people who stole tens of
thousands of dollars in John Deere equipment from the AG Pro store.
Security camera footage shows a truck driving off with two lawn
mowers and three four wheelers in a trailer.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:03

A community is anxious for an arrest after a gunman burst into a
south side apartment and killed two people. That community says
the've called 911 over 150 times and not enough has been done.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:39

A west side family is preparing to bury a father of nine that was killed
in front of his house by an out of control driver. A memorial is now
growing in his honor.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :33

CPS Energy says hundreds of customers a month want to go solar.
Now "fly by night" companies are swooping into the local solar scene
and scamming unsuspecting homeowners.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/7/2019 12pm :27

A civilian employee working with the Bexar County Sheriff's Office
was arreted and charged with child sex crimes. Jose Angel Laines is
accused of aggravated sexual assault and indecency with a child by
contact.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :23

An increase in the number of measles cases is being seen in some
parts of texas. Health officials here in Bexar county are wanting to
make sure parents know how to protect their kids..

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

Virginia Gov. Ralph Nrtham is still getting pressure after a blackface
photo surfaced. Now, the lieutenant governor and attorney general
are also under pressure for a sexual assault allegations and
blackface photo.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:49

Police are searching for a killer after a man was shot to death on his
doorstep on the east side. Police say they've been called to that
complext several times over the past year.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :21

A district judge has ruled that a chuch in Mission - right along the
border - can be accessed by feneral authorities. Plans for the wall run
right through the church's grounds and the government wants 64
acres of it.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :26

Roughly 425 Sears stores across the country will get to stay open
after a bankruptcy judge has allowed a $5.2 billion plan by the
chairman to keep the business going. This also means about 45,000
people will get to keep their jobs.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:56

Vehicle crime is a big problem in San Antonio. Oftentimes it is the car
owner not taking enough precautions to protect themselves, like
leaving their doors unlocked.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Texas' election chief is defending his decision to share a flawed list of
58 thousand people believed to be non-citizens. He says tens of
thousands of people were wrongly flagged for questions about their
voting rights.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:13

A new program is making it easier to reach emergency responders.
The government's text to 911 is adding 8 more counties - including
Bexar County to keep people safe.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

Certain breast implants are now being linked to a rare, but deadly
cancer. More than 400 women have been diagnosed with anaplastic
large cell lymphoma. The FDA will meet next month to review the
safety of all breast implants.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :13

The FDA commissioner says he's putting Walgreens on notice for
allegedly selling tobacco products to minors. The agency says the
pharmacy chain is the top violator for selling products to underage
customers.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

President Trump signed a memorandum today launching the
Women's Global Development and Prosperity Initiative. It focuses on
helping women thrive in the workforce, continuing efforts to fund and
support women's entrepreneurship and working to identify and
reduce barriers to women's participation in the global economy.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :27

A man has been arrested for a double homicide on the south side
earlier this week. Police say Jonathan Johnson is facing capital
murder charges in connection with a shooting at an apartment on
Hot Wells Boulevard.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:50

A mail carrier was caught on camera urinating while delivering mail
on the east side. The homeowner's surveillance video captured the
man in the act and he says its happened several times.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:54

Roger Stone claims new video of his arrest supports his argument
that it was excessive and politically driven. Trump's former campaign
adviser is accused of lying about his alleged role in the release of
Russian-hacked emails that were damaging to the Hilary Clinton
campaign.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2/8/2019 12pm 1:35

No one was hurt in a massive 2-alarm fire that damaged a bar and
several other venues on San Pedro Ave. At one point, nearly 100
firefighters were at the scene.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

A local man is recovering after being shot twice in the chest. We are
told the victim was driven to the hospital with a gunshot. He was
then airlifted to SAMMC.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

A port of entry is back open after closing overnight following a deadly
shooting involving a Border officer in Arizona. The officer opened fire
after the driver of the truck came barreling to him.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :21

The San Antonio Fire Department is warning people to be careful
with space heaters. They say they've seen several fires caused
because of them this year.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :57

Military troops and national guard units are on their way to help deal
with the migrant caravan just across the border in Piedras Negras.
1,800 migrants are being housed by the Mexican government in a
factory a short distance from the U.S. border.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

A judge today reduced the bond for the grandmother of King Jay
Davila. Beatrice Sampayo's bond was lowered from $250,000 to
$50,000. She's carged with tampering with evidence in the death of
her grandson.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :18

CPS Energy wants everyone to be prepared for possible cold
temperatures. They say you should keep your thermostat between
68 to 70 degrees, avoid using power between 3pm to 7pm, bundle
up to save money on your energy bill and make sure cell phones,
laptops and other devices are fully charged.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:25
Border patrol is issuing a strong warning to migrants at the border
travelling by caravan. They say they will arrest anyone who attempts
to cross.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :31

State senator Donna Campbell is asking the Texas Attorney General
to weigh in on San Antonio's attempts to limit gun sales in the city.
The proposals would regulate gun sales, ammunition sales and gun
ranges - placing them in restricted zones within the city.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :23
A new bill introduced in the house and senate would allow states to
create their own policies around marijuana. It's called Senate Bill
420.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Sprint is suing AT&T for what it calls deceptive branding. AT&T has
unveiled its new faster form of 4-G technology branded as 5-G
evolution. But true 5-G isn't available nationwide yet.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :14

A man and woman are facing charges after allegedly leading DPS
troopers on a chase on the west side. Those charges include evading
and possesion of narcotics.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:17

The temperature drop has been especially uncomfortable on one
west side family. They say they've had no heat the past two weeks.
Management says they are aware of the issue and plans are in the
works to get the heat back on.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:57

A vandal is moving parts and pieces around in elevators but no one
knows why. Some places that have been hit are the Alamodome,
Alamo Community College, Fort Sam Houston and University Hospital

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

Roger Stone says he doesn't want to be placed under a gag order. A
DC district court judge is considering one, but Stone's attorney's say
he is not popular enough by comparing Stone's Instagram following
to Kim Kardashian's in their argument.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2/9/2019 5pm :25
Police are trying to figure out what caused a deadly crash that saw a
woman slam into a tree. It happened in Helotes.



Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:53

If you had to get out of the house today, hopefully you stayed warm.
That can be a challenge for some, especially those who have no
home to go to.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :20
A man is facing several charges -- accused of shooting his common-
law wife. The woman was found screaming about a block away from
her home.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :25

A new poll from Monmouth University suggests the Democratic
frontrunner for the 2020 race for the White House -- is someone who
hasn't even said whether he's running. Joe Biden leads the pack --
with 29% of the likely vote.

Health News 4 WOAI :25

Health officials say 7 detainees at a Houston-area ICE facility have
been diagnosed with Mumps. The local health department there is
now working to control the spread of the contagious disease.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Two teens are in the hospital tonight after a nasty wreck on the far
west side. Police tell us the 18-year-olds were speeding along Roft
Road when the driver lost control -- and wrapped around a tree.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 2/10/2019 5pm :15

We're getting a look at deadly flooding in Chile, as rescue crews
continue to search for any victims. At least 6 people have died since
the flooding started one week ago.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Protests continue along the U.S.-Mexico border -- between El Paso
and Ciudad Juarez. Earlier, a group of pro-Trump activists staged a
human wall demonstration there.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

A dog that suffered burn injuries in a northside house fire -- is now
recovering at Animal Care Services. The flames broke out this
morning inside a shed on Fabulous Drive near West Avenue and
Blanco Road.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

Two women are now facing drug charges after a drug bust today in
Seguin. Officers executed a search warrant and found more than 64g
of Heroin, 14g of Meth, $1,600 in cash, and some marijuana.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Investigators are working to figure out what caused a fire at a home
on the far west side this evening. Firefighters say it looked back
when they firs arrived, but they were able to knock it down pretty
quickly.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A shoplifting suspect s dead and two officers are hurt, after a
shooting inside an Oklahoma Walmart. No word yet on how exactly
the suspect died. The officers are expected to be okay.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2/11/2019 12pm 1:25

President Trump is making a trip to El Paso today to show support for
the wall. There will also be another rally competing for attention for
Congress O'Rourke.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

46-year-old Claborn Jones is facing aggravated assault with a deadly
weapon charges after police say he shot his common-law wife. Sasha
Henderson was shot in the arm and stomach Friday night.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :21

The dangerous winter storm had hundreds of California drives
stranded on an interstate for hours. Reports say that some people
were stuck for at least 18 hours and forced to sleep in their cars.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :28

A police standoff has come to an end in Pearsall. It started around
4:45am when police found a man shot with a shotgun. Police went to
confront the suspected shooter when they began trading fire.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :11

The governor of California is pulling more than 350 national guard
troops from the border. He says he's deploying them to "focus on
actual threats facing the state."

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:40

All the rain we got late last year and the steady rainfall this year is
mainly thanks to an El Nino Pattern we're in. And the rain could have
some lasting effects later on this summer.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:03

State investigators uncovered more than $1million in food stamp
fraud last year. But a new house bill could help stop your tax dollars
from being wasted.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :15

VIA is rolling out a brand new route for its Primo line. The Primo 103
Zarzamora route will connect the Kel-Lac Transit Center to VIA's new
Brooks Transit Center, which is opening later this year.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:37

Egrets love to roost at Elmendorf Lake, but local officials see the
birds as a problem. They say those birds threaten planes in the area.
What can be done with them -- has become a contentious issue.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

A Texas company is recalling nearly 100,000 pounds of chicken over
misbranding. It affects packages of Happi Foodi Bloody Mary Inspired
Chicken. The product contains eggs, an allergen not declard on the
label.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :15

Toys "R" Us is trying to make a comeback. Former creditors are now
running the business under the name, Tru Kids. They'll open nearly
70-stores this year across parts of Asia, India and Europe. The new
owners also want to bring brick-and-mortar stores and online sales to
the U.S.

Health News 4 WOAI :13

More teens are using e-cigarettes. A new report by the CDC finds
there was a nearly 80% spike in use among high schoolers from 2017
- 2018. The agency blames the popularity of Juul, an e-cigarette
using flavored nicotine pods.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:00

A little boy is shot by his friend. A little girl who lives next door is one
fo the first people to offer him help. She recounts what she heard
and saw as police continue to investigate what they believe is an
accidental shooting. The boy is in stable condition.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 1:26

Residents in one local neighborhood discover they've been receiving
the wrong utility bills. The electricity meters are wired to the wrong
homes and therefore some people are paying more and others are
paying less than they should. Now the meters are getting corrected.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:20

Coverage of two border rallies - one hosted by the president in
support of the wall and the other hosted by a texas congressman
Beto O'Rourke against building the barrier. Beto says border towns
are safe without the wall.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/12/2019 12pm :29

San Antonio Police are investigating an officer involved shooting in
the medical center area. An officer and a suspect exchanged gunfire
outside an apartment building, the officer was struck by gunfire.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :22

A Castroville officer is recovering after being hit by a car. Police say
the officer was ending his shift at the AT&T Center when it happened.
The driver did stop and is not expecting to face any charges.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30

Former State Senator Carlos Uresti is back in federal court this
afternoon, where he will be sentenced after pleading guilty to a
bribery charge back in October. Uresti bribed a Reeves County judge
for a medical services contract for a correctional facility in west
Texas.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:59
Former state senator Carlos Uresti is back in federal court this
afternoon.He's being sentenced and reporting to prison for a fraud
charge.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :15
This woman is Sarah Salas. She's charged with stealing jewelry from
a man she was hired to take care of. The jewelry was found at a
pawn shop.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Polls close at 7 in the election to replace Justin Rodriguez in the
Texas House. He recently left to take the place of Bexar Co.
Commissioner Paul Elizondo.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :17

A man is charged with assault -- accused of choking his girlfriend
after he'd been drinking. According to arrest paperwork -- 22-year-
old Devonte Anderson got jealous, climbed on top of the woman, and
choked her until she passed out.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 2:11

With all this rain and mild temperatures so far this winter, it seems
like the only thing that's growing -- are the weeds! Meteorologist
Mike Hernandez has been working to find out exactly what we can do
to fight off these weeds before it's too late.

Health News 4 WOAI :25

UIW is hosting a special event tonight. It's their annual Red Dress
Fashion Show and Health Fair -- including professional medical
screenings and information.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

The Home Depot is hiring. The home improvement retailer has 750
positions availabile in San Antonio for the spring season. They need
workers for sales, online order fulfillment, cashiers and more.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

There's a new bill to get hemp products made and regulated in
Texas. San Antonio Representative Roland Gutierrez has filed House
Bill 1657. He claims it'll be a win for farmers, who could grow hemp
year round.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :10

Barbies are getting more inclusive. Mattel has introduced a new
Barbie fashionista line. It includes a doll that use a wheelchair and
the first dool to have a prosthetic leg.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :30

A group of undocumented imigrants take police on a high speed
chase. The vehicle crashed and the occupants fled on foot. Four
people were arrested and the driver and two other passengers are
still on the run.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :27

A runoff will be held for the seat in district 125. More than 6 thousand
ballots were cast in this race but no candidate clenched more than
50 percent of the vote. Republican Fred Rangel had nearly 38
percent of the vote, democrat Ray Lopez had 19 percent of the vote
and democrat Coda Rayo-Garza came in a close third.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Animal Care Services hopes the public can help them find a suspect
who allegedly stole a dog from one of the kennels. The dog's owners
were coming to pick up their pet when the dog was taken. Officials
hope surveillance photos can help track down the dog thief.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/13/2019 12pm :32

A car chase spanning more than an hour ends with a crash and two
arrests. Investigators say this all started after a truck was reported
stolen, and an officer rolled up on the truck and began to follow it,
but the driver didn’t stop. So far the identities of the people arrested
isn't known.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 1:25

Thousands of people lined up overnight for the grand opening of the
new Ikea store in Live Oak. The huge chain store has hired 250
permanent employees, along with over 100 seasonal that are helping
them get through this busy time.

Educational News 4 WOAI :41

San Antonio ISD superintendent Pedro Martinez says over the past
four years, his district has made significant strides in raising student
achievement. He says none of it can be done without the support of
the community.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :28

Evacuations are underway in Guadalupe County. Fire crews
contained a big grass fire near FM 1101. Everyone living in a mile of
the area is being asked to leave.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A recently-promoted San Antonio firefighter has been arrested for
DWI. Lt. Brandon Griffin is on administrative duty pending the
outcome of the case.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:54
The new Ikea facility opened today in Live Oak. Some people waited
overnight to be the first customers inside the new store.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:01

People who live up and down a hill country highway say it's
dangerous and they want something done to make their roads safer.
One woman who lives there says there's at least one wreck every
week.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :28
Bond has been set for a couple accused of putting children in dog
kennels in North Texas. CPS say the children are doing okay and are
now in foster care.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :43

Republican congressman Will Hurd says the U.S. Senate needs a
permanent fix to DACA. Hurd says it's Democratic Leadership that's
preventing a DACA bill revision.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :47
City council is laying out the framework for "Connect SA". That's their
long-range plan to improve transportation in the city.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:00

Several San Antonio hospitals need volunteers to cuddle with
newborn babies in the NICU. They say babies born with serious
medical illnesses require a little extra attention that can make a
huge difference.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Ford is issuing recalls that cover more than one million vehicles. The
first affects select Lincoln Continental cars and F-150 pickups whose
door latches may not work properly. The other recall is for 2019 Ford
Mustangs, Lincoln Nautilus and Licoln Navigators for dashboards that
may go blank when turning the car on.

Educational News 4 WOAI 10pm :19

Members of the South San ISD school board are discussing whether
or not to re-open three schools in the area. The fates of West
Campus High School, Athens Elementary and Kazen Elementary are
all being decided.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :34

Authorities are searching for five suspects involved in a crime spree
targeting ATM technicians. Police say 27 people are responsible for a
string of nearly 50 robberies while the machines were being serviced.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:42

New evidence suggests your birth control could affect your feelings
toward your significant other. There's even evidence that women on
birth control choose men who may not be a good match.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2/14/2019 12pm :26

A man is dead after crashing his motorcycle into a car. Police tell us
the motorcyclist was speeding down Castroville Road when he
crashed into a vehicle making a left turn into the Las Palmas
shopping center.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30

Convicted child murder Genene Jones has been found competent to
stand trial for deaths of five children in Bexar County. The 67-year-
old was a nurse who worked in San Antonio and was convicted in the
death of a baby in Kerrville in the 1980's.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :34

San Antoni City Council is looking to change its regulations on
electric scooters, e-bikes and bikes with GPS. The ordinance would
change the operation hours of scooters and bikes.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :41

A woman was shot while working in her backyard on the Northeast
Side. Investigators believe the 73-year-old was hit by a stray bullet
after a drive-by shooting.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :17

The city council has approved new tougher restrictions on dockless
vehicles. The scooters and bikes can only be used between 6am and
11pm. If they block ADA facilities or are in prohibited areas, they can
be removed.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:01

The senate has passed a bill to keep the government open ahead of
tomorrow's shutdown deadline. President Trump plans on declaring a
national emergency to get funding for a border wall.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :26

A man is in police custody after officers say he beat his girlfriend and
then took off. He also injured an officer - requiring him to need
stitches.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :22

In an effort to crack down on human trafficking, the city is imposing
more restrictions on massage parlors. Some of those new restrictions
include businesses displaying the massage permit openly and not
operating between 10pm and 8am.

Health News 4 WOAI :52
A local blood transfusion drive is trying to encourage people to
donate. The South Texas Blood and Tissue Center is accepting
donors until Sunday.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

There's a new bill to protect part of the Alamo. Representative Kyle
Bidermann filed a bill to protect the Alamo cenotaph and guarantee
legislative oversight.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

An unauthorized party got access to the names and email addresses
of users of the dating app "Coffee Meets Bagel". The information is
allegedly part of a larger database for sale on the dark web.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

The Hays County Sheriff's Office is looking for the man responsible
for multiple thefts along the IH-35 cooridor. He drives a white Toyota
Rav-4 with mismatched wheels.

Health News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:03

A couple spent their Valentine's Day in the hospital after a woman's
husband suffered a major heart attack. He's been hospitalized for
two months and is now getting stronger.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:29

The city is trying to decrease the number of billboards in the city. As
part of an effort to get rid of "visual clutter" by eliminating one-third
of billboards in the city.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :57

San Marcos police are looking for the person who shot and killed a
Texas State University student. Police say it happened near Bobcat
stadium at that student's apartment complex.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/15/2019 12pm :27

Two men lead Castle Hills police on a chase. Police tell us they
smelled a strong scent of marijuana coming from a car at the HEB on
West Ave and Jackson Keller near 410.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

A man remains on the run after riding in a truck that crashed into an
antique shop off Blanco Road overnight. Police say he caused
thousands of dollars in damage to the store.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:15
Governor Greg Abbott is in San Antonio delivering the annual State of
the State Remarks at North San Antonio Chamber of Commerce
Luncheon.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :29

We are getting our first look at a man who kidnapped a woman. He
held her at gunpoint yesterday south of downtown. The found him,
the car and the gun used in the crime.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

This is John Robert Ytuarte. He's accused of leading police on a
chase. They tried to pull him over, but he kept going. He was wanted
for a parole violation.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Right now we are on the scene of a deadly shooting at a
manufacturing plant. This is near Chicago. Policemen were shot. One
person confirmed killed. 4 officers are now being treated.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :15

32-year-old Robert Shouse is wanted by the FBI. He's been charged
with sexual exploitation of children and possession of child
pornography.

Educational News 4 WOAI 1:44
Planned Parenthood's San Pedro location, which has now doubled in
size. It's treated over 2,700 patients last year.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :29

34 Bexar County cadets have graduated from training! Sheriff Javier
Salazar says the oldest cadet is 52 years old. Each must serve 2
years in the detention center before they can apply for patrol.



Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

A live music venue is closing its doors. The owner of Alamo City
Music Hall and Club announcing it today on Facebook. The venue,
located off East Houston, opened back in 2010.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :14

New airline carriers may come to the United States. The FAA says
Vietnam now meets international standards for aviation safety. The
new rating opens the door for the country's carrier to get approval to
begin service in America.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Honda is recalling more than 100,000 Ridgeline Pickup Trucks. It
affects 2017 to 2019 models. Acids in car wash soaps and other car
care products can cause the fuel pump to crack.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:50

A woman accidentally shot by a stray bullet in a drive-by has a
message for police. She wants whoever fired the gun more than a
mile away off the streets.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 1:41

Governor Greg Abbott is supporting a bill that would prohibit the city
from requiring businesses to give paid sick leave to employees.
Some local union leaders aren't happy and think the state
government is infringing on the local level.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Former San Antonio mayor and presidential hopeful Julian Castro and
former congressman Beto O'Rourke will be in Chicago to speak at the
U.S. Hispanic Leadership Institute Conference.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/16/2019 5pm :35

Two men are now in custody, facing capital murder charges. They're
accused of killing a Texas Statue University student during a drug-
related robbery.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :20
The search is on for the person who shot a man in the chest, then
took off running. The victim is in the hospital.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:10

it's been nearly 3 years since San Antonio-area teen David Molak
took his own life, after relentless bullying and cyberbullying. Now, his
story is part of a documentary.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :25

An aggravated robbery suspect is now in custody, accused of robbing
a far west side Burger King at gunpoint. Investigators say Julius
Cuellar used to work at the location that he robbed.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The government fund for 9/11 victims is running out of money.
Nearly $5B has been paid out to more than 20K people, suffering
from health problems related to the attack. With only $2B left in the
fund, the government still needs to settle around 20K *more* claims,
with new ones being filed every day.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Councilman Ana Sandoval, along with the city, want to help prevent
flooding in her district. District 7, which she represents, is home to
one of the highest concentrations of homes and businesses in the
city's floodplain.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2/17/2019 5pm :40

We're learning more tonight about why State Department
spokeswoman Heather Nauert is withdrawing her consideration for
the U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. job. Sources say her family nanny is
in the U.S. legally, but did not have the proper work visa.



Educational News 4 WOAI :44

Dozens of artists, about 80 of them to be exact, came to show off
their talent and skills at the On & Off Fredericksburg Rd. Studio Tour.
This is the show's 12th year.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

SAPD needs your help finding the man in the hoodie seen here. They
say he robbed the Family Dollar on Blanco Rd. near Fresno late last
month.

Religion News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

A growing number of churches are adding teams of licensed, armed
volunteers who are willing to protect their congregations in an
attack. Acoording to a faith-based security network, more than one
thousand places of worship across the U.S. have launched those
teams over the past decade -- 200 of those within the past year
alone.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A second suspect has been arrested in connection to the death of a
New York City police detective. The second suspect is accused of
being a lookout for the aggravated robbery that the detective was
working on at the time of the shooting.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :25
Teachers from unions across the U.S. joined in El Paso today. They're
protesting migrant families being held in detention facilities.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/18/2019 12pm :28

SAPD Officers are searching for whoever shot two people inside an
apartment on Fredericksburg Rd. A man was walking to his car when
he was approached by some men. They followed him back to an
apartment and started shooting hitting two people.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

A San Antonio Police Officer is facing charges after he was accused of
assaulting his girlfriend. Investigators say Stephen Melton, an 11
year veteran of the force, got into an argument with his girlfriend
and pushed her to the ground.

Educational News 4 WOAI 1:35

Hundreds of teachers and staff at Northside ISD are getting special
training to help children who are in need. They are learning how to
deal with students who are dealing with trauma, anything from
domestic abuse, sexual assault, poverty and racism.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :15

Right now police need your help finding this woman. She's a person
of interest in a murder that happened last night. A man was killed. If
you know anything call police.

Educational News 4 WOAI 1:40

We've confirmed the Judson school district is facing a $13million
dollar deficit for next year's budget. They hope to fix this without
firing anyone. But currently unfilled jobs, may go unfilled.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Tonight CPS energy and city leader are hosting a public forum on the
city's climate action plan. They will be taking about what we can do
to keep our green house emissions down.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :19

SAPD need your help solving a 2-year-old murder case from the north
side. Police say two men got into a fight. Four days later, one of them
was found dead at Calaveras Lake.



Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :23

Southwest Airlines is being investigated -- for possibly failing to keep
accurate data on the combined weight of checked bags. The FAA
says it comes after a years long civil probe.

Religion News 4 WOAI :19

A 25-year-old man in north Texas is spending the rest of his life in
prison -- for killing a fellow church-goer. Ryan Riggs of Brownwood
pled guilty to murdering 22-year-old Chantay Riggs in 2016.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

Payless Shoesource is shuttidng down all of its U.S. stores. The retail
chain is also winding down its online shopping. If you go to the
store's website, there's no option for you to buy. Instead, you're
directed to find a store near you.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :10

Watch what you flush. That's the message from San Antonio Water
system tonight as they post this photo to Twitter. That's a soggy
sludge of wipes removed from pipes on the north side.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :13

A product sold by Dollar General is under recall. It affects all lots of
DG Baby Gripe Water Herbal Supplement. The product has an
undissolved ingredient that could make it difficult to swallow. Stop
using the product and throw it away.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :20
CNN is reporting Deputy AG Rod Rosenstein is expected to leave the
DOJ by mid-March. An official telsl CNN it's BEEN in the works.

Educational News 4 WOAI :20

NEISD just named a new interim superintendent. Dr. Sean Maika,
who currently works as an assistant superintendent in the district,
will take over in May.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Authorities are investigating after a woman and her three young
children were found dead in Michigan. The children were ages 2, 6,
and 8.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/19/2019 12pm 1:00

Serial killer Johnny Avalos was sentenced to life without parole in the
deaths of five women here in San Antonio. Avalos pleaded guilty to
all five murders, most of which occurred in 2015.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 1:25

The Alliance of American Football needed a $250 million investment
to make payroll during the second week of the season. The AAF has a
league of eight teams, including the San Antonio Commanders, and a
10-week regular season schedule

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :29

The city of San Antonio and the firefighters union are discussing a
new contract. A final meeting is set for Friday, when both sides are
expected to unveil their initial contract proposals.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :23

A bexar county jailer has just been sentenced. He was convicted of
conspiring to smuggle drugs and cellphones into the jail. He's going
to federal prison for the next 3 years.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :24

USAA is now under order to correct "unsound banking practices". The
Office of the comptroller and currency says the USAA has failed to
implement and maintain a risk management program suitable for its
size and complexity and risk profile.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :14

Right now Boerne police are searching for these people. They are
suspected of stealing a purse out of a woman's car. They also used
her credit cards.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :45

Congressman Henry Cueller is urging Joint Base San Antonio to spend
its funding while it can. The military here has several outstanding
contruction projects. The money could be redirected toward the
presidenti's emergency declaration for a border wall.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

The Supreme Court is ruling out the dealth penalty for a Texas death
row inmate. He's been on death row since 1980.

Health News 4 WOAI :35

Patients at the Children's Hospital of San Antonio got to take part in
the rodeo today -- thanks to volunteers. The non-profit called the
Children's Hospital Traid Ride Volunteers helped kids make todeo-
themed crafts and play rodeo games to win cool prizes.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

Academy Sports and Outdoors is recalling 3,000 outdoor gourmet
turkey fryers. The fryer's spout can leak oil and pose a fire hazard.
Return it to stores for a full refund.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :13

A popular party in San Antonio won't be happening this year. Tejano
Explosion, an unofficial Fiesta event, is canceled this year after a
suitable venue could not be found. Orgainzers say they hope to be
back next year.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :11

The San Antonio River Foundation is giving away free native trees at
Confluence Park. It starts Saturday at 9 a.m. Four-hundred trees will
be available.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:00

An exclusive sit-down interview with city manager during her last
days on the job. She reflected on her legacy -- speaking about her
accomplishments, the new city manager and what she plans to do
next.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A former state senator spending his first night in jail.
Carlos Uresti is serving his 12-year prison sentence.
Uresti was involved in a ponzi scheme that defrauded investors in an
oil field company.He also pleaded guilty to conspiring to commit
bribery.

Educational News 4 WOAI :30

The provost at Lady of the Lake University is leaving to become the
president of a collge in New Jersey. Student react to the bittersweet
news. Dr. Evans is becoming the first woman and African Ameican to
lead the college in 150 years.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2/20/2019 12pm 1:45

San Antonio Police announce that they have found a missing 9-year-
old boy. A search had been going on since Tuesday afternoon in the
area near Graebner Elementary School. The boy was found in a
nearby yard this morning.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

The Bexar County Sheriff's Office says two people are in custody
after leading deputies on a high speed chase. It reached speeds in
excess of 100 miles per hour before it ended near the downtown
area.



Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :36

Today national ride sharing company "Lyft" announced its first
electric scooter launch in SA. Lyft says it wants to make sure its
scooter riders and others are safe on city streets.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:05

We start with new video of the moments a missing 9 year old boy
was found this morning. Police are now questioning the people who
found the boy. They want to know what led to this point.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :41

We've got new information about an officer inovled shooting here.
Investigators now telling us they killed 17-year-old jonathan cruz
garcia. He's charged with attempted capital murder of a police
officer. He's accused of pulling a gun on the officers first.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Lyft announcing today they will be adding scooters to our city.
They've got permits for 2000 scooters. This is part of the 14000
scooter cap the city has already put in place.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 6pm :25

More problems for Southwest Airlines. We're learning 10% of their
scheduled flights for today were canceled.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :53

Major accusations agaisnt the appointed chief medical examiner for
Lubbock County today. Dr. Sam Andrews is accused of harvesting
children's organs for a doctor's research -- and allowing that doctor,
who is NOT licensed in Texas, to perform autopsies.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :16
Police in McAllen want everyone to know about some dangerous
candy found there recently. They say it was laced with marijuana.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

New information on a local program that helps homeowners in need.
The city says they may be able to replace 200 additional home roofs
this year, thanks to changes in the Under 1 Roof Program. Those
changes are resulting in the price per roof to drop by 30%.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Now is the time to use any gift cards you're holding on to from
Payless Shoesource. The retailer will honor those cards and store
credit until March 11. They are preparing to close all stores.

Educational News 4 WOAI :16

Teachers are invited to a conference to learn all about STEM. Out in
Space: Down to Earth is being hosted by the Scobee Education
Center. There will be workshops, planetarium shows and the
opportunity to earn 6 CPE's.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:41

A 5-year-old boy is left on a school bus after falling asleep. The bus
driver finished his route and did not check the bus. The parent is
raising concerns about procedures because an attendant - whom is
normally present - should have been on the bus to help her son
transfer onto another school bus.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:32

An elderly man paid his elderly sister's rent until she died. The
installments were made in advance and therefore he now wants a
refund for the months she didn't stay there. The assisted living
facility is refusing to pay him back what he is owed. We expose the
receipts to look out for other consumers.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :31

House democrats plan to file a resolution to try to block the national
emergency the president issued in order to get funding for the
border wall. Legal experts are concerned the national emergency
and how its handled could det a precedent for other president's
looking to fund their own initiatives.

Educational News 4 WOAI 2/21/2019 12pm :28

Senator John Cornyn held a roundtable at Gus Garcia Middle School
to discuss the Gear Up program. He wanted to hear from local
superintendents, community leaders and graduates on the program
that helps low-income and under-represented students get ready for
college.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

San Antonio Police have issued a reward to help find the person who
shot and killed a 29-year old man in the parking lot of an apartment
complex last month. Scott Treiber was shot to death back on January
7th.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30

Actor Jussie Smollett surrendered to Chicago Police early this
morning. He is accused of lying to investigators about being the
victim of a racist and homophobic attack.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :12

Police are searching for a person of interest in a stabbing. A 15 year
old was walking to a store on McCullough when he was killed.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :59

City council has approved a plan for a new subdivision near Randolph
Air Force Base. But neighbors are worried because the development
would feature homes of significantly lower value.

Health News 4 WOAI :12

The FDA is proposing new regulations for sunscreen. They include
raising the maximum proposed SPF from 50 to 60 and suggesting
sunscreen products with insect repellants should not be considered
safe for use.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :17

A Uvalde Consolidated Independent School District nurse was
arrested for allegedly engaging in inappropriate behavior with a
uvalde High School Student. She was fired yesterday.

Health News 4 WOAI :20

A bill proposed at the Texas state capital would require free-standing
emergency rooms to disclose how much treatment would cost you
before you receive it. Some people in Austin say they're in favor of
more transparency when it comes to their money.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23

A new report is questioning the treatment of children who cross the
U.S. Mexico border with relatives other than their parents. The Texas
Civil Rights project found out that there are more than 270
separations at a single Texas courthouse since June.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :31

A local group is ready to help file your taxes and it's free for you.
Family Service is using an IRS service called My Free Tax Program. A
certified tax preparer will sit with you while you do your taxes online.
Family Service is open Mondays through Thursdays, as well as
Saturdays.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :11

Nissan is issuing a recall alert for their Murano vehicles. It covers
2009 models over an issue with the braking system, that could lead
to longer braking distances. Contact your dealer for more
information.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :16

The San Antonio Public Library has a new feature on its website. In
the corner, you'll see a live chat option. It's available for you to ask
questions about library policies, searching the catalog and
downloading e-books.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:54

A look at sexual harrassment cases including allegations made by
city employees. We speak to the city manager and ask her about the
culture within the department and we take a closer look at how the
Me Too movement has impacted society.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:26

A reunion between a woman who survived a serious vehicle crash
and the good samaritans who saved her from the wreck. It was an
emotional story and an account of what the victim remembers from
that day in the moments before and after the accident.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

A south side community remembering the life of a 17-year-old --
Sarah Aguilar was killed while sitting in her car on Tuesday.
Loved ones and friends gathered to celebrate her life with a vigil.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2/22/2019 12pm 1:30
Firefighters battle a 2-alarm fire on Thistle Down near Thousand
Oaks. Two people and three dogs were able to get out safely.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:45

Actor Jussie Smollett has been written off of the last two shows on
Fox's Empire. TMZ reports he was on set after posting bail yesterday,
begging the cast and crew to believe him.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

The city of San Antonio and the firefighters union are back at the
negotiating table today. Both sides have been trying to come up with
a contract for the past several years. The main sticking points have
been wages and health coverage.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:13

Nancy Pelosi traveled to Laredo to talk about how to fortify the
border without a border wall. The Speaker denied that there is an
emergency at the border.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :13

A man ahas been charged with murder. Juan Guerra is accused of
shooting a man on Monclova on the west side.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :31

A judge dismissed second degree murder charges against the owner
of Schlitterbahn water parks and the ride designer. This comes after
a boy in Kansas was killed on a ride.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :19

A San Marcos High School teacher and basketball coach allegedly
had a sexual relationship with a 17-year-old student. Michael Madden
admitted to it and he has been suspended and arrested.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:57

Many Hurricane Harvey victims in east Texas are still trying to
recover. But they are facing an obstacle now that FEMA will begin
charging rent on it's trailers starting tomorrow.

Health News 4 WOAI :35

An Amarillo school district is trying to prevent the flu virus from
spreading with technology. A disinfecting sprayer with an electric
charge attracts flu molecules to get rid of them.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Governor Greg Abbott has set a date for a special runoff election
affecting voters here. The election to fill the Texas House District 125
seat in Bexar County will be Tuesday, March 12. Early voting will
start Monday, March 4.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :15
German researchers are developing a potential cancer breakthrough.
They're calling it liquid biopsy. It's a blood test that could detect
breast cancer.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

A family of seven is left homeless following a fire in Seguin. A father
was asleep alone inside, but was woken up by a smoke detector. He
was not hurt, but the family's cat died. No word yet on a cause of the
fire.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20
A number of state troopers gathered at the scene of a reported
shooting in Poteet. It stems from reported stabbings in Jourdanton
and Poteet.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35
A new bill is making its way through the Texas legislature right now.
If passed, it would keep the cenotaph right here in San Antonio.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Communications Art High School should be bat-free when school
starts on Monday. Animal Care Services helped the school remove 36
bats from within the school's walls this week.

Religion News 4 WOAI 2/23/2019 5pm :42

Today marked the 3rd day of the Vatican summit on preventing
sexual abuse. A prominent Nigerian nun sent a powerful message --
the Church MUST stop covering for abusers.

Health News 4 WOAI :20
Today, a free women's health conference was hosted downtown. It's
designed to help educate and motivate women to live a heart-
healthy life.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:37
The Bexar County Sheriff's Office opened a brand new sub-station on
the southwest side. BCSO hopes it will improve response time for
emergencies.

Religion News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:26

A local church says they've fired a part-time employee who admitted
to an inappropriate relationship with a minor. According to
Community Bible Church, the employee also may be have been
involved in electronic communications with as many as 10 others.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A man is behind bars tonight -- on family assault charges. He's
accused of choking his girlfriend.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :36

A local designer is using a fashion show to give back. She's donating
proceeds to CASA, which supports abused and neglected children
moving through the foster care system.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/24/2019 5pm 1:29

A murder investigation is underway in Seguin. The victim was driving
to the hospital bleeding from his gunshot wounds. Police have
arrested a person in connection with the murder.

Religion News 4 WOAI :16

Community Bible Church is taking steps tonight after a part time
staffer is fired. That staffer confessed to having an inappropriate
relationship with a minor. The chuch is holding a family meeting
Wednesday night.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:42

President Trump is on his way to Vietnam. He will meet with North
Korea's leader. The summit is happening as the Mueller Investigation
is still the talk of the town in Washington.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :25

Seguin Police are working a murder investigation right now. 47-year-
old Santos Reina is charged with shooting and killing another man.
Jesse Valdez was shot just before 6 last night and taken to the
hospital where he was pronounced dead.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :35

A crazy story out of Bangladesh.  An airline passenger tried to
overtake a cockpit. He was blocked. He then claimed to have
explosives. The Pilots made an emergency landing. Everyone got off
and then special forces killed the guy.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :37
President Trump is headed to Vietnam tomorrow. He will be meeting
with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2/25/2019 12pm :28

One man is dead and another being treated for smoke inhalation
after a early morning fire on Lemur Drive near Blanco Road.
Investigators are still trying to determine the cause of the fire.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

A local woman who frauded more than $21,000 of insurance money
from several people has been sentenced to 5 years in prison. Cynthia
Olague took customers money and left them without any coverage
when they needed it the most in 2011.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

President Trump will head to Vietnam for the second summit with
North Korean Leader Kim Jong Un. Pres. Trump is pushing for total
denuclearization.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:25

We start with new information coming in about a part time employee
of community bible church. The employee has now been fired. He's
accused of inappropriate behavior with minors at the church.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :42

We've got new video from Laredo. One of the bridges to Mexico is
shut down. According to border agents a group of honduran nationals
walked together in a large group trying to overtake the bridge and
walk in to the US.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :18
A man charged with murder in Seguin remains in jail. 47-year-old
Santos Reiina in charged with murder. He's accuse dof killing Jesse
Valdez.

Health News 4 WOAI 6pm :40

Oak Wilt is a big problem for us this time of year in south Texas. It's
spread by a beetle that carries spores from infected oak trees onto
healthier ones. There are ways to prevent it from destroying your
property's trees.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Remember the giant sculpture called "Plethora" that was supposed
to be built at San Pedro Creek? Tomorrow, we will find out what new
art project is being recommended in its place. Last year, we learned
"Plethora" was way over budget.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :31

Surprise medical bills can ruin your family's finances. Now, some
providers have changed the meaning of words like 'accept' and 'take'
when it comes to insurance -- and that can create costly confusion.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :25

A federal judge in Houston is calling the military's male-only draft
unconstitutional. Judge Gray Miller says the draft should apply to
both men and women, because women are now allowed in combat
jobs. The government has asked Judge Miller to delay the case,
pending a final report from a national commission reviewing military
staffing issues.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Target is launching its own line of lingerie and sleepwear next month.
It includes three new brands, focusing on designs like sports bras and
bralettes. The rollouts come as Victoria's Secret struggles, as more
women move to size-inclusive and comfortable options.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

A recall alert about food that may be in your freezer. It affects the 14
-ounce packages of "Boston Market Homestyle Meals boneless pork
rib-shaped patty." The food may have pieces of glass or hard plastic
inside.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :50

Drunk driver in a parking lot kills a baby. This happened outside a
Dollar General. The baby girl was in the seat of a shopping cart when
the car pulled in quickly and hit the cart. The baby flew out of its seat
and died at the hospital.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:25

Catching up with a now-retired police officer who saved a three-year-
old boy. The child accidently shot himself with a gun. The officer
describes the gruesome scene - the child's intestines hanging out.
We spoke with him in an exclusive interview in hopes of raising
awareness about gun safety.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

The state is getting 652-million dollars in federal funding to support
Hurricane Harvey recovery efforts. Housing and Urban Development
secretary Ben Carson made the announcement today. This recovery
money is in addition to the five-billion dollars in HUD-funded recovery
programs the department approved last June.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/26/2019 12pm 1:25

SAPD has released the name of an 18-month-old girl who was hit and
killed by an alleged drunk driver. Corinna Tovar was sitting in a
shopping cart outside of a Dollar General last night when police say
David Fuentes hit her mother and the cart at a high rate of speed.
Corrina was thrown out of the cart.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :23

A highway is re-opened after being shut down because of an 18-
wheeler fire. Police say the driver was traveling on I-10 near FM 15-
16 when the rear tires caught fire.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :24

U.S. home prices are continuing to slow. Home price gains slowed for
the ninth straight month in December, reflecting weaker sales and
higher mortgage rates.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :36

We've got new video from the Northeast Side. More than 20 dogs
seized from a home there. Agents also found animal parts. The
owner is now facing charges.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:09

We've got new information on a multi-million dollar art project.
Commissioners have pulled the plug on a 45 foot tall sculpture
because it went way over budget. Now they have to decide what to
do next.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :26

San Antonio Sports officials announcing this afternoon, Freeman
Coliseum will be the site of a fed cup match. That's a woman's tennis
tournament. A temporary indoor tennis court will be put inside the
coliseum for the matches.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :41

A new warning tonight about card skimmers in San Antonio. Law
enforcement agencies say they're finding more and more of the
devices in our area. They are usually found on gas pumps.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

Lawyers for the accused Santa Fe H.S. shooter say they want the
case moved OUT of Galveston County. Tonight, the judge says he'll
issue a ruling by the end of the week.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :18

New documents show that since 2014, there have been 4,500
allegations of sexual abuse of unaccompanied minors while in the
care of the Dept. of Health & Human Services.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

A forum to get to know the men vying for a state seat is underway.
The city of Leon Valley and the League of Women Voters is hosting a
District 125 runoff election forum. Republican Fred Rangel and
Democrat Ray Lopez are debating through 7 p.m at the Leon Valley
Conference Center.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Beginning today, Hulu is cutting the cost of their most popular plan.
The basic monthly plan is down from $7.99 to $5.99 per month. This
makes it one of the most affordable video streaming services on the
market.

Educational News 4 WOAI :17

A local school district is hosting a job fair this Saturday. It starts at 8
a.m. at Judson High School in Converse. They need substitute
teachers, bus drivers and after-school child care workers.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :46

A check of alcohol-related crimes this month shows a total of 457
violations. 13 violations enhanced on top of driving without a valid
license and 6 minors were caught with alcohol.

Educational News 4 WOAI 2:17

A 16-year-old deaf student is fighting for equal opportunity within her
school district. She went before the NISD school board to ask for
closed captions on school video material.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:17

Breat implants are consistently the most popular cosmetic surgery.
But they come with safety risks. Now new technology is being
implemented to make them safer.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/27/2019 12pm 2:00

President Trump's former lawyer is being questioned by members of
congress Cohen, who was a key power player in the Trump
organization and a fixture in his political life for more than a decade,
called the President a racist, con man and a cheat.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:20

The father of King Jay Davila was scheduled to make his first court
appearance today, but it was delayed because he hired a new
lawyer. Christopher Davila is facing charges of injury to a child and
serious bodily injury by omission following the death of his son.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :23

A man is recovering in a local hospital after hitting an SUV on the
west side. Police say he ran a red light at the intersection of 410 and
west military and t-boned the SUV.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :42

Bexar County Sheriff Javier Salazar let go of two of his top chiefs.
Ruben Vela was fired after he refused to resign and Don Tijerina
chose to retire.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:14
A driver smashed into an East Side subdivision on a stretch of road
known for deadly crashes. Now the county is planning on doing a
traffic study.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :09
Border wall prototypes in San Diego are coming down. Border Patrol
says they need to make space for a border fence.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:46

Police served a search warrant on a northwest side home and seized
more than $30,000 in power tools. People in that neighborhood want
three of the people arrested today kicked out.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :37

Former El Paso congressman Beto O'Rourke says he has decided not
to run for Senate next year against John Cornyn and may announce a
campaign for president soon. He says he and his wife have made a
decision on how to best serve the country and are excited to share it
with everyone soon.

Educational News 4 WOAI :20

All teachers in Texas may soon be getting a $5,000 pay raise. A
senate committee unanimously passed that bill, but it still has to
pass the full senate and house and be signed by the governor.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

A Dallas-area state representative has filed a bill to honor the late
queen of tejano music, Selena. House Bill 2492 would commemorate
the life and work of the award-winning singer. If the bill passes, it
would make Selena's birthday on April 16th a state holiday.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :10

This robot is coming to front doors in the future. FedEx will use the
bot called SameDay to make deliveries the same day they're
ordered. It'll be available in select cities this summer.

Educational News 4 WOAI :13

The Kerrville Independent School District has jobs for you. They're
hosting a job fair Saturday, starting at 8 a.m. at Tivy High School.
They need teachers, nurses, bus drivers, secretaries and more.

Educational News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:42

A new group is working with San Antonio schools and others around
the state to help prevent school shootings. They're adopting
enhanced active shooter drills and implementing higher security.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:38
Sheriff's deputies are serving drinks with the intention of getting
people drunk. It's all to help them better test their field sobriety
methods.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :31
The number of car break-ins in the city has dropped compared to last
year. The rate dropped a total of 5.7 percent.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2/28/2019 12pm :29

Converse police have arrested two suspects accused of opening fire
on a car filled with teenagers back on July 8, 2018. Dimitri Lavalais
and Carlos Romero, Jr. are now charged with aggravated assault with
a deadly weapon and deadly conduct.

Educational News 4 WOAI :42

Students around San Antonio are getting an important lesson about
health and fitness. More than 174,000 elementary students are
taking part in the "Heroes for Health" initiative. They are learning
about the importance of diet and exercise when it comes to health
living.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :22

Meals on Wheels received a new van this morning to help keep them
on the streets. The financial company, SWBC donated the van to help
deliver almost a quarter of a million meals to older and disabled
people here in our area.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:04

Police have arrested a man in connection to a wild shooting cuauhgt
on camera in Converse. Another man was arrested yesterday and
police say they are still looking for a third suspect.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :39

Some councilmembers are asking the full city council to consider
establishing a city homestead exemption. The council says they plan
to notify the state of their intentions to move forward by July so that
they can implement the tax exemption by the first of the year.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Border Patrol says neary 7,000 undocumented immigrants have been
caught in the Rio Grande Valley sector this week. They tell us they're
averaging nearly one thousand a day.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:56

The family of a man killed last year on the Northeast Side were
dissapointed after learning the suspect - John Bogard's criminal
proceedings were delayed. The judge says we should know the
results of Bogard's psychological evaluation within the next 30 days.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:42

Legislation announced in Austin today is trying to put an end to
surprise medical bills. The new legislation would prevent a medical
facility and your insurance company from dropping a surprise
medical bill in your lap because they couldn't agree on whether or
not something was covered.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23

A senate committee voted three to four today to send Secretary of
State David Whitley's nomination to the full chamber. Whitley has
been criticized because his office released a flawed list of almost 100
thousand registered voters identified as potential non-citizens.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :11

American Delta Airlines have been fined more than $1 million for
long tarmac delays. By federal law, lengthy delays can only happen
for safety or air-traffic related reasons.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

The victims of the Sutherland Springs church shooting have filed a
new lawsuit against Academy Sports. It argues that the shooter
should not have been able to get a gun because he had a Colorado
ID.



Health News 4 WOAI :27

Scientists are looking into cannabis as a possible treatment for Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder. But the Multidisciplinary Association for
Psychedlic Studies says the government is limiting their ability to do
research.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:07
A convicted drunk driver is facing murder charges. His attorney says
that is unheard of in a DWI crash.

Health News 4 WOAI :31

The Kirby city council passed a tobacco ban that will require people
to be 21 or older to buy tobacco products including e-cigarrettes. The
ban is modeled after the one in San Antonio.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:52

Businesses are rebounding in Port Aransas a year and a half after
Hurricane Harvey. Now they are preparing for spring breakers to
come into town.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/1/2019 12pm 1:30

A 16-year-old is in custody, charged with murder. She's accused of
stabbing 18-year-old Kaitlin Leonor Castilleja to death during a fight
in the suspect's driveway.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :31

The City of San Antonio and the Firefighters Union are discussing
financial proposals. Both sides have been trying to come up with a
contract since the last one expired in 2014.

Educational News 4 WOAI :22

Children across ther area are "Reading Across America" for Dr.
Suess' birthday. Here in San Antonio volunteers from various groups
will read to children in schools.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:30

Family members are making funeral arrangements for Kaitlin
Castilleja. She was found dead in a stabbing that's believed to have
started as a fight online.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :21

After a day of negotiations, the fire union and the city were not able
to come to an agreement. They've been negotiating on and off for
years since the old deal expired back in 2014.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :13

More than one thousand TSA workers are still waiting on their back
pay from the government shutdown. The agency's efforts to partially
pay workers messed up the payroll system.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :20

An HEB employee is in jail in Houston after police say he was caught
recording a boy in the restroom. He's charged with a felony of
invasive visual recording.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Just in time for spring the iconic Balmorhea State Park's pool is open
to the public. It's the world's largest spring-fed swimming pool.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

There's a new travel advisory ahead of Spring Break. The U.S. State
Department has issued a level 2 advisory for The Bahamas, because
of violent crime. They're warning of jet ski tours, where operators are
allegedly sexually assaulting tourists.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :15

Police in Seguin need your help to find this man. He's accused of
stealing two television sets and two hoverboards from the Walmart
off State Highway 123. Police say he left in a silver car.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :16

A recall alert for those who take medication to treat high-blood
pressure and congestive heart failure. It affects 56,000 bottles of
Losartan. There's trace amounts of a potential carcingoen in it.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:50

The City Council may invest in a study looking into how the Bexar
County appraisal district prices property. The problem is magnified
on the city's south side where many don't have enough money to
stay in their homes.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2:02

The family of a man found bound and beaten to death is asking for
help as they prepare to lay him to rest. An arrest has been made and
his aunt belives that his death was a homophobic hate crime.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 3:44
The opioid epidemic has taken hold of huge chunks of the nation.
Rhode Island is taking aggressive and compassionate steps to fix the
problem.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/2/2019 5pm :15

5 people are now in custody -- after authorities found more than 24
lbs. of heroin and fentanyl inside a home in New York state.
Investigators say there was enough fentanyl to kill about 2 million
people.Environmental

Issues News 4 WOAI :20
It's been several months since Hurricane Michael hit the
southeastern United States. People in the Florida panhandle say they
now feel forgotten.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Police are investigating two separate shootings from overnight. The
first took palce around 2:45 this morning at a gas station near I-35
and AT&T Center Pkwy.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :10

New video out of Australia is giving us a look at some out of control
bushfires. The state of Victoria there has now declared an emergency
warning.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 3:25
Rhode Island is using a groundbreaking new program to treat opioid
addiction at its prison. It's also continuing that treatment after
release.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
One person is recovering after this house fire on the west side. It
happened around 5:15 this evening on Stagecoach Lane near
Hackamore.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 3/3/2019 5pm :14
An explosion today near St. Louis was caught on camera. It was a
huge explosion, but luckily, no one was injured.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Today marked the 19th annual Empty Bowls event. Money raised
from selling the more than 2,300 hand-crafted bowls -- goes toward
helping San Antonio's homeless.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :30

Homecide detectives are investigating after a woman was found
dead inside an SUV on the side of the highway. Investigators are
waiting on the ME to determine a cause of death.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :15

The flight data recorder has now been recovered -- following that
deadly cargo plane crash near Houston. It's on its way to
Washington, D.C. to be analyzed. Three people were in the crash.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A man is recovering after a shooting on the east side tonight. It
happened on Lavender Lane. The victim was shot in the leg but is
expected to recover.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35

The police chief in Leon Valley is voicing his concern -- over a
proposed bill that would put a stop to red light cameras statewide.
Chief Salvaggio says crashes in Leon Valley are down by 33%.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/4/2019 12pm :28

A man is facing charges after leading bexar county sheriff's deputies
on a chase. The deputy tried to stop the suspect who was driving
recklessly on 1604 and bandera,  The suspect keep going reaching
speeds up to 106 miles per hour until deputies finally caught him, he
was arrested and is facing several charges including evading arrest.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :32

San Antonio Police say a woman who was found dead inside of an
SUV on the side of Highway 90 Sunday afternoon was murdered.
Witnesses reported seeing the SUV parked there Saturday night with
the hazard lights on. The passenger side window was broken.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

SAPD are looking for a man accused of stabbing another man after
getting into a fight on the east side. The suspect pulled out a knife
and cut the other man in the leg.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:20

A robbery suspect is dead. He got into a shootout with Police just
about an hour ago. He was chased to an area off westfall road, where
he pulled out a shotgun.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

We've got new information on a body found on Highway 90. This was
the scene yesterday. 37-year-old annette nicole juarez was found
dead. She was shot in the head.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :19

23 people killed in alabama. This is because of major tornadoes
there. Its now been ruled an EF 4 tornado.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:44

We've been looking into claims of a wide range of problems with
base housing at Joint Base San Antonio. Senior commanders are now
taking steps to address those issues.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :37

If you're trying to sell your timeshare, beware! A woman says she
wants to let everyone know that you're still at risk to be scammed,
even if you've done all of your homework.

Educational News 4 WOAI :31
Palo Alto College is celebrating Women's History Month. Today, a
couple of city leaders came to support their message.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :20

Paying with just credit cards or mobile payments. The Mercedes Benz
Stadium in Atlanta is going cashless. It's the first pro-stadium in the
U.S. to make this move.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The American Heart Association is now issuing a new scientific
statement on blood pressure management. The organization says
automatic monitors are better than what is considered the gold
standard in doctor offices. A cuff, stethoscope and mercury devices.
Some doctors say the new method poses a higher risk of human
error.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

You can help city leaders create a vision for phase three of Hemisfair
Park's Master Plan - Tower Park. If you would like to give your input
about its future, head to the Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center.
It's going on until 8 p.m.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :30

An immigration bust in south Bexar County. A border patrol chase
ended with the passengers jumping out. Only some were taken into
custody, other passengers fled on foot and authorities are working to
locate those suspects.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:11

29-year-old Andreen McDonald is missing and a search is underway.
Investigators are planning to get info from the gps system in the car
belonging to the victim's husband. Search parties are helping and
share their plans to assist law enforcement.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :12

early voting is underway for the district 125 run off. Republican Fred
Rangel facing off against democrat Ray Lopez.... to replace Justin
Rodriguez. early voting runs through the end of this week…election
day is March 12.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/5/2019 12pm :32

San Antonio police are investigating a deadly officer imvolved
shooting on the city's east side. Police say the suspect had just
robbed and a shot a man, then when officers tied to stop the suspect
he fired at officers, and that's when officers returned fire.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

Police release surveillance pictures of a man accused of stealing a
Budweiser beer truck from Silver Eagle Distributers. Around 1:30pm
on January 24th, police say the man drover off with the truck, which
had "numerous packs of beer". It was found abandoned later that
same day.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI

BCSO deputies as well as neighbors and community members have
resumed the search for Andreen McDonald. It started at 9:00 A.M. in
the Overlook Shopping Center in Stone Oak.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:52

We start with the latest on the search for Andreen Mcdonald. The
missing mom has been missing for days now. Volunteers are now
walking several areas hoping to find her body.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

The Medical examiner has identified the suspect killed in yesterday's
officer involved shooting. 17-year-old jeremy ponce was killed by an
officer yesterday afternoon on the east side. Ponce is accused of
robbing and shooting someone in the leg shortly before an officer
spotted him and tried to arrest him.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:51

State lawmakers are now debating a bill that could help keep your
property tax rates down. But it could soon cost you in other ways.
The argument is is could cause a problem for the services the city
provides you.

Health News 4 WOAI 6pm :28

There is a confirmed case of Meales right here in our area. According
to the Texas Dept. of State Health Services -- an adult visiting
Guadalupe County from the Philippines tested positive.

Religion News 4 WOAI :11
It's Ash Wednesday! Right now, San Fernando Cathedral is holding
services to mark the day, which is the start of lent.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

The head of the FDA is stepping down. Dr. Scott Gottlieb will resign in
one month. He's been with the agency since 2017 and during that
time has worked to curb youth vaping.



Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :11

Spring is the busiest season for Home Depot and they're preparing
for the rush. The home improvement chain needs to hire 80,000
seasonal workers. Apply on their website.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :31

The Children's Hospital of San Antonio is celebrating National
Nutrition Month. They're using children's nutrition books and food
games to teach pediatric patients about healthy eating. They
suggest in your home, get creative when introducing new foods.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:30

An angry father- feels cheated by the system. Since last week- his 9-
year-old daughter- has been considered a missing person.Police
found her safe, but he still isn't allowed to see her as they
investigate.

Educational News 4 WOAI :30

Repairs are being made to address problems with the faulty heating
system at tafolla middle school. District leaders say a pump went out
yesterday. Concerned parents reached out to news 4 san antonio
because they say the malfunction is threatening student learning.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:17

We show surveillance video from a burglary. Law enfocement is
hoping the public can find the vandals who targeted a business
belonging to a local high school senior. They stole thousands of
dollars worth of merchandise from his business.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/6/2019 12pm :25

A local teenager is shot while sitting inside a car overnight, and now
police are searching for the suspect. That teen was sitting in the
backseat and was hit in the back of the shoulder, the suspect then
drove off.

Religion News 4 WOAI :23
Today is Ash Wednesday, marking the beginning of Lent. Mass is
taking place all day at San Fernando Cathedral Downtown.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :47

R. Kelly breaks down in tears in a CBS interview with Gayle King.
Kelly says his accusers are lying and he believes social media is to
blame for creating the allegations.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:13

We start with new information just into our newsroom. 2 San Antonio
Police officers have been let go. They are accused of leaving the
scene of that shooting yesterday. The Chief saying they are their to
protect people and can't just take off.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :12

This is Drevon Perkins. He's charged with super aggravated Assault
of a child. He admitted to police to sexually assaulting a 3 year old
and giving her an std in the process

Health News 4 WOAI :30

We've got our first measles case in our area. The texas department
of state health services says the person is from the phillipines. They
were staying with someone in guadalupe county. There's nothing
right now suggesting this person has been in public places while they
were infected.Business &

Economy News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:06
Residents are fighting back against a rock-crushing site proposed in
Comal County. They argue it's going to immediately impact their
lives.

Health News 4 WOAI :28
A new Measles case confirmed in our area. Apparently, the person
diagnosed was visiting from out of the country.



Religion News 4 WOAI :11
It's Ash Wednesday! Right now, San Fernando Cathedral is holding
services to mark the day, which is the start of lent.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16
Family Dollar will close 390 stores this year. Another 200 will be re-
branded. No word yet on which locations are affected.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :35

A new nasal spray can help those battling depression. The FDA has
approved Spravato. It's fast-acting and a welcome change to other
treatments tht can take weeks or months to work.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The San Antonio International Airport has received the top award for
customer service from Airports Council International - World. San
Antonio ranked high in check-in waiting time, safety and security and
terminal cleaniness.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:12

A murder case where a man was tied up and beaten. A woman is
charged in his murder and police tell us they are not pursuing any
other suspects in the case. The family believes the murder should
warrant a hate crime charge because the victim was gay. The family
believes the smaller female could not have committed the attack
alone.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

San Antonio's famous 'leaning bar' is about to be moved... again...
and finally to a permanent new location. The historic design and
review commission just approved plans for what was long known as
the liberty bar - actually the boehler house. With the approval it'll
move a couple blocks from where it currently sits.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

An officer-involved shooting in manhattan after a call for a man with
a gun.
the officers mistook for a gun was actually a wallet. The department
chief is defending the officers, saying they acted accordingly. Police
reports indicate the suspect refused to follow commands and told
police he had a gun.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/7/2019 12pm :22

Students have been evacuated from Stockdale Elementary School
after a bomb threat. Authorities are checking out the campus. Once
given the "all clear", students will be taken back to campus.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

A SAPD officer is expected to be okay after a teen tries to grab her
weapon during a traffic stop  the officer approached the teen and
that's when the suspect tried to grab the weapon, other officers
eventually arrived and the suspect was arrested.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

BCSO deputies found a suspect on aisle 30 of an H-E-B posing as an
employee to avoid capture. He is accused of evading arrest and
violating a portective order.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :20

17-year-old Bryan Ramirez-Fernandez is under arrest. New Braunfels
police arrested him this morning in connection with a murder.
Officials say the suspect and the victim new each other.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Federal investigators are calling it their largest crackdown ever on
scammers who are targeting senior citizens online. They just
announced 250 people are facing charges across the country. We
found out some of the victims are in the San Antonio area.

Educational News 4 WOAI 2:05

We have new details on the fact of the old Beacon Hill Elementary
School building. Today the city enetered into an agreement with
SAISD to demolish it. But certain requirements do have to be met.

Health News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:11

3 million people in the U.S. have Diabetes and need to test their
blood sugar anywhere form 4-10 times daily. New research that may
eliminate the need for daily finger pricking.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:11
New numbers from the state show last year -- 211 in Texas died from
abuse and neglect. That's up nearly 23% from the year before.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:28

Law enforcement personnel along with nearly 200 local volunteers
have spent the day scouring Camp Bullis in hopes to find Andreen
McDonald. Investigators say, if this turns out to be a homicide but
her body is never found, it would still be possible to try and possibly
convict someone for her death.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

Yo-yo dieting may be bad for a woman's heart. That's according to a
study by Columbia University. Women who lost weight and gained it
back later had a hard time reducing risk factors tied to heart disease.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Another retailer is going out of business. Charlotte Russe announcing
today it will close 416 stores after filing for bankruptcy last month.
It's online store has already shut down.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :17

These are the 1st-ever images of a sonic boom. Advance photo
technology shows supersonic jets interacting with its shockwaves.
The T-38's had to break the sound barrier at the precise moment
they passed under a plane, outfitted with the imaging system.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:47

The FBI's investigation into the austin serial bomber is now officially
closed.
Investigators are sharing new details into the deadly crime
spree...Authorities share what the suspect planned in the future had
he not been stopped.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :45

Potential presidential candidate howard schultz just spoke to a
packed room at the military and veterans town hall downtown. The
former starbucks c-e-o listened to concerns affecting our veteran
community -- such as issues at the v-a and transitioning veterans
back into civilian life. Schultz explained why the state of texas will be
so important in the 20-20 election.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :38

A Houston woman's family is getting a lot bigger after she learns she
has 13 siblings. She recently moved to texas and was required to
provide her birth certificate and adoption papers to renew her
license. That led to a renewed effort to locate her biological family. A
search on facebook revealed several posts from bell's biological
siblings trying to find her



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/8/2019 12pm :26

A local woman is now behind bars for admitting to starting a fire at a
home on San Antonio's west. She was arrested on arson charges, she
told firefighters she used a hand sanitizer, an aeresoal can and
matches to light a mattress on fire inside the home.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

Chelsea Manning is jailed for refusing to appear before a grand jury
investigating Wikileaks. Manning told the judge she already revealed
everything she knows at her court martial.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :18

Corona is now tapping into a growing trend of sparkling, flavored
beverages by launching the company's first non-beer product. The
tropical malt beverages called Corona Refresca will hit store shelves
in six states later this month.

Educational News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:38

State lawmakers are taking a closer look at inappriopriate student
and teacher relationships. We spoke with one lawmaker. He's filed a
bill designed to put a stop to the behavior.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :35

The owners of three restaurants on Broadway say they're losing
money because of road construction and lack of water. The owners
say SAWS didn't give them enough notice. They say because of that
they're losing money.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:43

President Trump is slamming his one-time atttorney Michael Cohen.
He tweeted saying Cohen asked him for a pardon. Meanwhile the
President hasn't ruled out a pardon for Paul Manafort.

Religion News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:24

Four more names surfaced today -- of priested accused of sexual
misconduct. These are men who may have abused children while
living in San Antonio.

Health News 4 WOAI :40
Ready to lose an hour of sleep? Time to spring forward for daylight
savings -- which happens this Sunday.

Health News 4 WOAI :46

Doctors at UT Southwestern Medical Center are now trying to find the
answer to treating children with Epilepsy. After some patients are
retested, some are able to find they have a deficiency that blocks
glucose from getting to the brain.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

YouTube is introducing a new information panel. When users search
for topics -- it'll pop-up to fact check the search. Right now it's only
available in India.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :15

We have a warning to pass along tonight when it comes to using
Hookah pipes to smoke tobacco. Officials say it's just as harmful as
using cigarettes -- and in some cases worse. The American Heart
Association says hookah smoking affects heart rate and blood
pressure and is linked to a risk of heart disease.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :18
Corona is getting ready to release its first non-beer product. It's
called Coronoa Refresca. They come in three flavors.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :40

In light of the alleged abuse of missing mom Andreen Mcdonald and
the woman found dead in her car along highway 90 -- last seen with
an ex-boyfriend we decided to look at cases of domestic abuse in
San Antonio the past couple of weeks. Just the other week there were
56 reported assaults involving family, 67 reports of injury by a family
member and 61 reports of injury by a spouse or a signficant other.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:42

A local couple reunited with their children after a lengthy battle with
child protective services. Questionable marks on one of the children,
caused hospital staffers to call child protective services for suspicion
of physical abuse. It took 8 months for the investigation to be
complete and the kids returned. now the family, including the kids
work to help other parents working to get their children back.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

An argument turned deadly when police say a 14-year-old Houston
middle school student died today after being stabbed by another
student in the eye.
Also surprising, the attack stemmed from a fight over a brownie.
Investigators say it happened after school hours .--- the investigation
is ongoing.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/9/2019 5pm :34

San Antonio Police are looking for whoever opened fire on a man and
woman after a confrontation that started in a Walmart parking lot on
the city's west side. Then after the couple drove off they realized
they were being followed, the husband confront the men and was
shot at least four or five times. He was hit once and remains in the
hospital.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

SAPD is looking for 16-year-old Chasity Inez Garcia. She was last
seen on along Centennial Boulevard March 1st. Chasity is is 5 feet
tall and weighs 100 pounds. She has brown eyes and straight brown
hair.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :36

Today a lot brave souls got their heads shaved!  The 6th annual head
-shaving event was put on by the San Antonio St. Baldrick's
Foundation. They're raising funds and awareness for lifesaving
childhood cancer research. Their goal this year is to raise around
$190,000.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :28

A Bexar County fire captain is being charged with arson, after
confessing to having a friend burn his car so he could get out of his
monthly payments. 34-year-old Michael Anthony Salinas works for
emergency services District Five. Salinas is also charged with
retaliation after threatening a person who ended up going to
authorities about the crime.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :12

15 people are dead following a nightclub shooting in Mexico.
Eyewitnesses say a group of armed men arrived in vans and then
began shooting this morning just before sunrise.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Former U.S. Congressman Beto O'Rourke attended South by
Southwest in Austin Saturday for the screening of an HBO
documentary about his senate campaign. When asked if he will run
for president? He did not give a direct answer.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 3/10/2019 5pm :25

The Medical Examiner has named the man killed in a motorcycle
crash yesterday as 55-year-old Carlos Garcia. Police say Garcia was
speeding when he lost control, hit the curb, and suffered major head
injuries.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :20

We're getting a better look at all the damage caused by a line of
severe storms yesterday near Dallas. A tornado with winds of up to
85 miles per hour blew through this neighborhood, destroying a
home -- tearing the roof off a church and throwing trees into the
street.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :25

The Comal County Sheriff's Office wants you to be aware of a phone
scam making the rounds right now. The caller starts off with threats,
saying you have outstanding warrants, then demands you pay them
off with a credit card or gift card to avoid getting arrested.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :25
Police are trying to help a 65-year-old man find a home. His
caretaker set two of his bedrooms on fire.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:27

Democratic leaders say President Trump's new plan to fund the
border wall -- won't work. They also say it sets up the possibility of
*another* government shutdown.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Some tense moments at a Walmart warehouse in South Carolina
today -- as a man ended up shot in the leg. Policer say it was a
woman who shot him there this afternoon, and that the two are
employees.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/11/2019 12pm :27

San Antonio Police are on the hunt for the driver of a dark SUV
wanted in connection with a deadly hit and run. It happened at Rivas
and North San Joaquin. Police found the woman laying face down in
the middle of the intersection.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:15

Eight Americans are among those killed in a plane crash over the
weekend. 157 people were killed after the Ethiopian Airlines flight
crashed. They have just located the black box recorders for the flight.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :28

Teachers are using their spring break today to fight for their
students. The goal is to address proeblems with STAAR testing,
inadequate school funding and pay increases for al public school
employees.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :15
Right now the search is on for this young man, 18year-old paul
perales is missing. Last seen in San Marcos. He's believed to be in
San Antonio now.Business &

Economy News 4 WOAI 1:42
There's been another deadly crash involving a Boeing Airplane. 157
dead here. Investigators are now looking for the black boxes.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

For the first time in more than 40 days the white house held a
briefing today. The press secretary was asked about trump's former
attorney michael cohen and and ethiopean plane crash.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :22

A Texas congressman believes it's time to allow 16-year-olds to vote
in federal elections. Congressman Vicenete Gonzalez says he
supports an amendment that would lower the minimum voting age.



Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :35

The Gonzales Police Department is asking for help tonight identifying
a woman. They say she placed a credit/debit card skimmer and a
camera at the ATM located at Gonzales National Bank -- last
Thursday.

Educational News 4 WOAI 2:22

More than a thousand teachers from across Texas were at the state
capitol today. They want lawmakers to do something about public
educatino funding -- or they'll hear about it when election time rolls
around.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :34

The San Antonio Fire Department's Technical Rescue Team is 25-
years-old. SAFD celebrated the milestone today with a special
luncheon at the Alamodome. The technical rescue teams are highly
trained to help in special scenarios, like cave rescues and swift water
rescues.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Fredericksburg Police have received a report of a phone scam. The
caller will request credit card information, saying you need to renew
your subscription to the Fredericksburg Standard, before it expires.
But the newspaper says they're not making these calls.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :11

Tomorrow is election day for voters in District 125. A runoff election
for State Representative will take place between democrat Ray Lopez
and republican Fred Rangel. Polls open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:40

A petition started after the death of an inmate at the bexar county
jail is calling for immediate changes to the bail bond system...
District attorney Joe Gonzalez says policies are changing to help
reduce the amount of time low-level offenders spend in jail. His
proposal is for prosecutors to recommend a personal recognizance or
p-r bond to speed up the process of getting non-violent, low-level
crime offenders out of a packed jail

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :37

The former Texas representative is heading to Iowa amid anticipation
of a possible campaign announcement of his own. O'Rourke is
making the trip to support Iowa's democratic candidate for state
senate ahead of the special election there. This is the first time
O’Rourke is answering an invitation to visit democrats in Iowa, New
Hampshire and other early nominating states.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :24

A demand to make design changes to two plane models following the
deadly crash in Ethiopia that killed 157 people. This is the second
deadly crash involving Boeing planes in just 6 months. The federal
aviation administration is issuing upgrades to the flight control
systems in the 7-37 max eight and max nine. The changes must be
made by April and will apply to 74 planes in the U.S. and 387
airplanes flying worldwide.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/12/2019 12pm 1:25

An investigation is underway into what led up to a deadly shooting
on San Antonio's northeast side. A woman returned to her home to
find her boyfriend with a gunshot wound in the chest.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :26

Voters in part of Bexar County are heading to the polls today for a
special election for Texas House District 125. Republican Fred Rangel
and Democrat Ray Lopes are on the ballot for the unexpired term of
Justin Rodriguez.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :42

UT Health School of Nursing and the Join Opioid Taskforce received a
$19.3 million grant. The money is being used to train first responders
on Opioid overdoses and to help distribute more Narcan across the
state.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :28

Three boys are missing. All brothers. They are believed to be with
their parents, but their parents don't have custody. If you've seen
them, police want to hear from you.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

We are waiting for updates on a former church employee facing
charges. The worker has been let go. Accused of texting boys in the
youth group. Despite the allegations he's not been arrested.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:32

Today federal agents charged several parents in a college
admissions scam. 2 actors were caught up in the scheme. They paid
to help their kids get better scores on their sats.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :15

A man was arrested -- accused of secretly recording his wife in her
bedroom -- weeks after they separated. He's been released on bond.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :41

Almost $20M is going toward fighting opioid abuse and treatment
right here in our area. The funding is going to the Joint Opioid
Taskforce and UT Health San Antonio School of Nursing.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18
The Texas Dept. of Transportation is kicking off a new initiative. They
want to raise awareness for and help people recognize human
trafficking.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :20

Claire's is recalling three makeup products. It affects the Claire's eye
shadows, compact powder and contour palette. The FDA tested the
makeup and found possible traces of asbestos. All three were sold
between 2016 through March of this year.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :29

Several aviation businesses are headed to San Antonio International
Airport. Today, developers broke ground on the largest multi-hanger
project in the airport's history. Premiere Aero-Nautique includes
seven hangers and office space totaling more than 125,000 square
feet.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Dick's Sporting Goods will continue to end gun sales. Starting in
August, guns and other hunting products will be removed from 125-
stores. The company originally decided to ban gun sales following
last year's Parkland, Florida school shooting.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :24

Democrat Ray Lopez will serve as the new state representative for
district 125. The former city councilman and republican Fred Rangel
faced off in today's runoff of the special election in that district. It’s
to replace Justin Rodriguez who resigned when he was appointed to
commissioners court.
Lopez brought in about 58-percent of the vote. District 125 includes
a large chunk of northwest San Antonio.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The cake boss' restaurant buddy v's has gone stale.The restaurant
belonging to  "buddy" valastro of the well known T-L-C reality show is
permanently closed. The business was only open for a little more
than a year at the shops of La Cantera. Buddy's other business,
Carlos' Bake Shop, is located in the same outlet and remains open.

Educational News 4 WOAI :19

A group of parents in New York -- angry tonight over a judge's ruling
keeping their unvaccinated kids out of school. The ban affects 60
private schools until a measle outbreak is over. The parents say
more than 40 students at the private school are being impacted and
that while some say it’s to protect the public health, they say it’s
doing more harm than good because students are missing out on
class instruction and peer interaction

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/13/2019 12pm :33

A man has been arrested and is now accused of shooting and killing
a person. David medina is facing murder charges for the death of 35-
year-old Bernardo Sandoval. Eva Sanchez is facing tampering of
evidence charges in connection with the case.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:25

No charges for Bexar County Deputies involved in the shooting death
of a 6-year-old boy and a wanted felon. Four deputies fired shots at
30-year-old Amanda Lee Jones as she tried to break into a home, one
of those bullets went through the wall and hit Kameron Prescott.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :22

Weather and fatigue is believed to have caused an accident involving
an 18-wheeler on 1604 near Redland. Police shut down the access
road until the scene was cleared.

Health News 4 WOAI 5pm :26
A teacher at Lopez Middle School is out of a job. He's also under
investigation by the TEA.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :32

A Bexar County grand jury is coming up with NO charges against
Bexar County deputies involved in the shooting deaths of a 6-year-
old boy and a wanted felon. Deputies shot and killed that boy,
Kameron Prescott, as they apprehended Amanda Lee Jones, who was
trying to break into a home.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:35
The local chair of the Democratic party is calling for the resignation
of the party's treasurer and secretary. She asked the FBI to
investigate them.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :15

JBSA-Lackland is among the first to receive the Air Force's new
handgun. The M18 is replacing the M9, which has been used for more
than 30-years. The new gun is lighter and the handgrips can be
customized.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Storms ripping off the roof of an Amazon fulfillment center in Dallas.
This is video taken outside the warehouse, as part of the building
tears off and lands several feet away. Up to 78-mile per hour winds
were recorded near the warehouse.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :11

You may see these men along the streets of Atascosa County. It's a
new pilot program that allows minimum-security inmates to help pick
up trash along the roads and highways. The program has been
started by Sheriff David Soward.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

H-E-B is recalling 12,000 of their Kitchen and Table 5.5 quart Saute
Pan. There's been 8 reports of the glass lid cracking or shattering.
Return to H-E-B stores for a full refund.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :11

DirectTV Now customers will soon see a $10 price hike. This is the
second price hike in nine months for the streaming service. The price
increase goes into effect on April 12th.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :17

New video out of Junction shows damage throughout downtown and
the southern part of the city. The National Weather Service is
investigating if a tornado hit in the early morning hours. Crews are
working to restore power.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:31

A father searches his neighborhood for his daughter's alleged
attacker. He says his 14-year-old daughter was groped by a man who
was pretending to jog. The teen says he smiled after the attack and
ran away. Sh egave her father and description and he tracked the
alleged groper down. He is in ICE custody now.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:50

An intense storm hit the hill country.The national weather service is
investigating whether high winds or possibly even a tornado caused
major damage. Shop owners and residents show the destruction –
including broken windows, blown over trees and roofs torn off
buildings.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 1:33

The austin area is becoming very popular. A rental listing online is
gaining attention for its large price tag and small space. Real estate
agent talks about and showcases the 50 square foot closet on the
market for seven hundred dollars a month.

Health News 4 WOAI 3/14/2019 12pm 1:15

A man who died of cardiac arrest was brought back to life by a
stranger, through CPR. The man talked with us exclusivley at
Methodist Hospital. We were there when he was finally able to meet
his rescuer face to face.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 0;26

Police arrested a man who was accused of fatally hitting someone
crossing the freeway. Police say 30-year-old Rdoney Kevin Helms is
suspected of being behind the wheel at the time of the crash. He's
facing Failure to Stop and Render Aid charges.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 0:52

A 14-year U.S. Army Veteran shared his story of hearing loss with a
panal of judges today. He blames that hearing loss on faulty ear
plugs administered by the Army. The judges will decide where the
case will be tried later today.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :17

12 Republicans are joining Democratic senators. They're supporting
a resolution to end the president's national emergency declaration at
the border.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30
Some SA veterans are suing 3M. They're accusing them of selling the
military faulty earplugs, which they say resulted in their longterm
hearing loss.Environmental

Issues News 4 WOAI :15
We have video from a massive tornado in Kentucky. No injuries were
reported. There was heavy damage.

Health News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:10
Brain Awareness Week is happening now. It's a nationwide effort to
promote the public and personal benefits of brain research.



Educational News 4 WOAI :16
The head tennis coach at UT Austin is out of a job. He was arrested
Tuesday in connection that massive college-entrance bribery
scandal.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI :28
A mother near Austin is facing serious charges. Police say the mother
of 5 left her children at a house while she trsvled to a South Carolina
beach.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

Good news if your child hates getting shots. The American Academy
of Pediatrics releasing new guidelines for the next flu season. They
say the nasal spray vaccine will be just as good as the shot.

Educational News 4 WOAI :16

Approximately $100,000 is headed to the San Antonio River
Foundation. Hixton Properties, a real estate company, awarded a
grant to support free educational programs, like field trips at
Confluence Park. The money will be used to buy digital microscopes,
binoculars and journals.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Facebook is revealing what caused an outage on its apps yesterday.
On Twitter, the company posted an explanation. They say a server
configuration change caused users to have trouble using its services,
but the issues have been fixed.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:47

A man is killed by an acquittance he's known for a month. Police say
the suspect first told them the shooting was in self-defense but
surveillance cameras showed he came out his home guns blazing.
The family of the murder victim speaks out.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :15

You're probably pay more for gas during spring break than last
month.
San Antonians can expect to pay two-17 a gallon for regular
unleaded gas at the pump. That's a quarter more than a month ago.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:08

Newly-announced presidential nominee Beto O’rourke is in Iowa
where he will spend the next two days. Today he met with voters in
the state that kicks off the presidential primary voting. O’rourke is
the latest to join a crowded field... Some of his democratic
contenders are already weighing in on his decision to throw his hat in
the ring.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 3/15/2019 12pm :39

HEB is digging into their pockets to help feed hungry families in the
SA area. HEB's Hunger Stops Here campaign raised $26,000 for
foods banks and community non-profits across Texas.

Educational News 4 WOAI :27

The man believed to have tipped the feds off to the massive college
admissions scandal was out and about. Morrie Tobin allegedly told
investigators the head women's soccer coach at Yale wanted a bribe
in order to get his daughter into the school.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :26

From the Artic North to the South Pacific, in rain or shine, hundreds
of thousands of students marched to call for political action on global
warming. The worldwide action by students was inspired by Swedish
student, Greta Thundberg.

Religion News 4 WOAI 5pm :41
49 people were killed during a terror attack in New Zealand. Another
48 were shot.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

A San Antonio man is accused of severely beating two children over
a long period of time. His name is Anthony Xavier Ponce. He's
charged with injury to a child.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :13

Monica Medina is charged with aggravated assault with a deadly
weapon. According to the arrest report, she was involved in a
shooting at a convenience store on Culebra last November -- where a
man was shot in the butt.

Health News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:53

Non-Alcholic Fatty Liver Disease impacts nearly 100million people
across the country. It's more prevalent in South Texas than almost
anywhere else in the United States.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :24

When it comes to the weather for spring break in San Antonio,
mother nature has been very kind. Despite some inconsistent
weather, visitors have flocked to the area's tourists attractions.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :40 

A shooting has been reported in McQueeny -- that's just outside of
Seguin. A victim is being taken by AirLife from the scene. One person
was injured so far.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Butterball is recalling a lot of ground turkey products. It's over
concerns of salmonella ccontamination. Food safety inspectors say
the pre-packed raw ground turkey was produced July 7th and has a
use-or-sell-by date of July 26.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :24

New research is showing those who eat 3 or 4 eggs a day have a
higher risk of heart disease and early death compared to those who
eat fewer eggs. The study was done by Northwestern University.
Researchers found out that eating 300 milligrams of dietary
cholesterol per day was associated with 17% higher risk of incident
cardiovascular disease and 18% higher risk of death.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :21

Problems continue to mount for Volkswagen. The U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission is suing the embattled German automaker.
They're saying the company and its former CEO, Martin Winterkorn,
carried out massive fraud by cheating on emissions tests.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :30

Authorities looking for the person responsible for shooting into the
home of the Dimmit County sheriff in Carrizo Springs. It's still unclear
exactly when this happened but his son found a bullet hole in a
window on Wednesday morning. When deputies came out to
investigate, they found four more bullet holes. An investigation is
ongoing.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:25

We speak to a disabled man who police say is the victim of arson.
The victim was able to escape the hosue fire that started in his room.
He says his caregiver lit his mattress on fire and fled the scene. The
suspected caregiver is also his daughter.



Health News 4 WOAI 2:45

A growing number of states are legalizing marijuana. Without federal
regulation, what's in pot and cannabis products can vary from state
to state. We take a deeper look at how the patchwork of regulations
can impact health.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 3/16/2019 5pm NO SHOW

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :15

A fire broke out at an Exxon facility near Houston. Aerial video shows
a thick cloud of smoke coming from the plant -- but both Exxon and
authorities say there was no need for any evacuations.

Religion News 4 WOAI :32

The death toll from the New Zealand mosque shooting has now risen
to 50. At least another 40 people are hurt. Some of the victims are
children, as young as 2 years old.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Record river levels in Omaha, Nebraska forced a sewage treatment
plant to close. Officials say there's no danger to drinking water, but
the waste from the sewage is not being processed before being
dumped into the Missouri River.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 3/17/2019 5pm :20

Video out of Deer Park, near Houston, is giving us a look at what's
being called an uncontrolled tank fire. It's prompted a shelter-in-
place warning and shut down surrounding highways.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

2 people in Los Angeles are hurt after a 9,000-gallon tanker caught
fire and exploded there. More than 72 firefighters worked for hours to
get the flames under control.

Religion News 4 WOAI :10
Today, Pope Francis prayed for the victims of the New Zealand
mosque attack. He called them, "our Muslim brothers".

Health News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

Low-dose aspirin to prevent strokes and heart attacks -- is out. That's
according to new guidelines announced today by the American
College of Cardiology and the American Heart Association.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:28

Recovery efforts are underway in several states -- including Iowa,
Nebraska and Wisconsin. They've all seen record-setting flooding.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Authorities in Deer Park, near Houston, say this tanker fire is
expected to burn overnight. A shelter-in-place warning is still in
effect there.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/18/2019 12pm :40

We're learning police have arrested 33-year-old Juan Vicenete Flores.
He's charged with murder. Police say hes one of two men arrested
after an argument at a wedding reception turned deadly.

Educational News 4 WOAI :41
Rep. Lloyd Doggett was onhand to recognize a teacher today. 10 will
be recognized with the 2018 Outstanding Teaching of the Humanities
Award.Business &

Economy News 4 WOAI :25
After working a year to launch the route, Southwest Airlines finally
get to say, "Aloha!" It launched its first Hawaii-bound flight today.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :13
Several members of congress were on hand today as crews broke
ground on the new federal courthouse downtown. It's a $144million
project.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :16
A large fire at a petrochemical plant continues to burn. The fire has
now spread to at least 8 storage tanks.



Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Major flooding is happening across the middle of the country. Melting
snow and heavy rains compounded problems in Nebraska.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :57

We have the latest on contract negotiations between the city and the
firefighters union. The union negotiator telling us this afternoon that
talks are breaking down. He says the city is holding back giving
information on healthcare costs.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :50

The chemical fire near Houston is still burning. It started yesterday at
Deer Park. Right now the fire is down to six tanks and three of them
are settling down.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

After a violent weekend in Austin -- the police chief there says he will
find ways to beef up staffing and security downtown. It comes after
several shootings in Austin over the weekend just as South by
Southwest festival came to a close. One of them happened in a part
of downtown filled with people from the festival.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

The number of measles cases in the US is growing. According to the
CDC there are at least 268 cases since the first of the year. 15 states
are reporting measles cases.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :30

Experts say a new movie pass subscription will have restrictions. The
unlimited plan will be available to new subscribers for a limited time
for any 2D movie. Subscribers' choices will be restricted.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :24

According to a recent study -- only half of people surveyed say they
discuss finances with their partner before getting married. That's
despite 88 percent of couples who say it's an important decision.
Topics like credit card debt and student loans are hot button issues
that are often avoided.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :34

A cyber-crime within the city of Hollywood Park is being investigated
by the secret service. A computer in the finance office was hacked,
resulting in a huge financial loss. The mayor's office would not
confirm the amount, but sources say hundreds of thousands of
dollars were stolen when an employee logged in earlier this month.
Mayor chris murphy says most of the funds have been recovered.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:07

A new program is providing teens a safe haven and free 24-hour
transportation to get them there. The Roy Maas outreach coordinator
can be dispatched for what's called a "safe place" call by simply
texting the word "safe" and your location to 4help . It’s already
helping kids escape dangerous situations. Since the text program
launched, at least five local teens have been rescued.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :26

Governor Abbott is directing all public university boards to
investigate admissions policies and procedures after the widespread
college admissions bribery scheme came to light last week. The
governor wants to make sure universities are not engaging in
schemes with admissions. Last week several people including
celebrities were indicted in a nationwide admissions bribery scheme
to get kids into college -- including at the University of Texas.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 3/19/2019 12pm :1:45

Dozens of protesters have been outside the San Antonio ICE Field
office, trying to extend the asylum status for two adults and one child
who have been living in Texas churches for months. Immigrations
officials say they could be arrested and deported at any moment.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :21

A local elderly woman is dead and her son remains in the hospital
after a fire that started early this morning. It happened on Oak Run
near Judson Rd. on San Antonio's northeast side.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

The massive tanker fire in Deer Park, Texas is still burning. Officials
said the air around the community near Houston is still safe for
residents.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :15
A small fire broke at an apartment complex. It might have been
started by maintenance crews working on a pipe.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A man is in the hospital after being shot in the stomach. Police say 3
men stopped him, asked for his wallet, then shot him when he
refused to hand it over.

Educational News 4 WOAI :11
El Rey Feo and his court visited kids at Judgon Early College Academy
today. El Rey Feo works year-round to help raise money for
scholarships.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :33

Today Vanessa Cameron was found guitly for the second time in the
death of her ex-boyfriend Samuel Allen Johnson Junior. She was
convicted in the murder for hire plot. She had a 750 thosuand dollar
insurance policy on him.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 2:18

As the Alamo Plan gets set -- another issue is gaining traction -- the
future homes for the businesses across the street from the shrine will
have to move. Tourists continue to flock to the Alamo and
surrounding businesses this week as spring breakers from around the
country enjoy our beautiful weather. But Davis Phillips is starting to
worry about the future of his trio.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:48

Some of the smoke from the Houston fire has made its way here to
San Antonio. That's according to the National Weather Service. They
say air quality levels aren't impacted.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

Researchers say a mentally tiring job may be bad for women's
health. Researchers in France studied more than 70 thousand
women for 22 years. About a quarter of women said their jobs were
mentally tiring at the beginning for the study.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Changes are coming for Starbucks lovers. Starting April 16th the
green and gold levels will go away in their rewards program.
Customers will be able to start redeeming their points as soon as
they hit 25.



Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Hilton Hotels is working to recycle soap. The company says they are
going to collect used bars of soap from guest rooms to recycle them
to make one million new bars of soap. They're teaming up with an
organization that sends soap to communities in need.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:22

A special needs teacher charged with indeceny with a child by
contact. A mother shares how her daughter was groomed by that
alleged predatory teacher. She says she approached the teacher to
warn him her daughter had a crush on him but he used that instead
to his own advantage. The two were texting and emailing and even
had physical contact in the classroom.

Educational News 4 WOAI :28

Promoting an event so the public can learn more about history from
a person who lived it. 89-year-old Eva Schloss is a Holocaust survivor
and the step sister of Anne Frank. Schloss spoke at Trinity University
to share her experience inside Auschwitz concentration camp and
her time spent with Frank. Schloss now works to educate and remind
others about the tragedy that dates back more than 7 decades.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:42

An alarming prediction from the "world health organization." By the
year 2040-- cervical cancer deaths could increase by 50 percent
unless more people take preventative steps. One of those steps is to
take the HPV vaccine. While the cancer affects women, men can
carry the virus and infect women.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/20/2019 12pm :28

Police are investigating a stabbing on the north side. A man in his
40's told police he got into an alteraction with another man , that's
when one of them pulled out a knife and stabbed the other in the
neck.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

A reward is now being offered for information in the case of missing
Andreen McDonald. The 29-year-old mother was reported missing
March 1st. Her husband has been arrested for allegedly tampering
with evidence in this case.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :21

The massive fire at a petrochemical facility outside Houston is now
out. This was the scene Tuesday night as a large flash of fire rose
from the facility in Deer Park.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :16

A teacher at Lopez Middle School is out of a job. We've now
confirmed he's facing 6 counts of indecency with a child, dating back
to March of 2016. It did involve a student at the school.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:09

In the next few minutes, people from across the city will be calling on
city leaders to do something about families being forced from their
neighborhoods. Neighbors say higher property taxes, big
developments in the Pearl nearby, and newer houses with bigger
price tags -- are all contributing factors.

Educational News 4 WOAI :17

UTSA students will get an extra perk come this fall -- unlimited and
free access to VIA bus routes. The new VIA U-Pass will be available
without raising student transportation fees.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :16

35-year-old Andrew Weathers of Seguin has been sentenced to 12
years in prison -- for his role in what's being called the world's largest
child pornography site. We're talking about "Playpen", which was
shut down by the FBI 4 years ago.

Religion News 4 WOAI :47

A community group is taking the fight tro stop their neighbordhoods
from drastically changing -- all the way up to city council. COPS
Metro Alliance is arguing that people are being driven out of their
neighborhoods -- places like Dignowity Hill and Government Hill.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :20

For the first time ever -- you can take a free ride to the Cesar Chavez
March for Justice. The march takes place next Saturday.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

Police are looking for two robbery suspects seen allegedly robbing a
west side gas station at gunpoint. It happened at the Citgo on
Guadalupe Street last Friday night.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Facebook is paying about $5 million in fines to settle lawsuits that
claim the social media site allowed organizations to target
consumers based on ethnicity. Facebook will also remove age,
gender, zip code and ethnic affinity targeting for certain
advertisements.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :11

Cleanup efforts are underway in Deer Park, near Houston after a
chemical fire burned for four days. Firefighters managed to put it out
today, but still don't know the cause.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :35

Police are searching for the driver of a white truck after a crash.
Authorities say that driver hit a motorcyclist and fled the scene. The
motorcycle driver later died.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:43

A local man bound to a wheelchair and his wife say they've asked
repeatedly for wheelchair accessible sidewalks, and a ramp. The
problem is, the bungalow 09 apartments were built before the
Americans with Disabilities Act was signed into law. We're told by
management a handicap parking space has been provided but since
the story more accommodations are in the works.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

Fire officials say a house fire on the west side caused about 20
thousand dollars in damages. The fire was contained to the garage
and no one was hurt. Authorities are still  investigating how it
started.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/21/2019 12pm :45

A body was discovered inside of a closet at a southeast side
apartment complex. Police say the body had likely been there for
months and they do believe it was foul play.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :22

San Antonio firefighters battle an early morning fire at the Alamo
Café off San Pedro Avenue near Highway 281. Firefighters arrived to
see smoke coming from the roof of the restaurant.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :47

Thousands of the city's poorest families will now be getting air-
conditioning. The money to pay for the new wall units in the San
Antonio Housing Authority units is coming from grants and a
donation from philanthropist Gordon Hartman.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:27

Details continue to emerge about the 23-year-old woman who was
shot and killed yesterday afternoon. This is the sixth officer-involved
shooting this year involving a member of the San Antoio Police
Department. We spoke with several merchants whose businesses
were shut down for several hours following the incident.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :37

City leaders are taking steps to help homeowners and families who
have to relocate from their homes. Today city council approved a one
million dollar risk mitigation policy. The money will be distributed to
help households that are directly displaced or need emergency
assistance.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :31

New numbers from the CDC show people are dying from fentanyl
overdoses at an increased rate. The number of deaths doubled each
year from 2013 to 2016 to more than 18 thousand. Experts say more
men are dying than women.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:33

Thousands of needy families in SA public housing will get air
conditioning ahead of the hot summer -- and it shouldn't cost
taxpayers a dime. We found out why they weren't installed in the
first place.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :55
The shelter-in-place order in Deer Park, near Houston, has been
lifted. There's still concern over people's health though.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

45-year-old Cindy Wojtaszek is accused of stealing around $800K.
She's now facing criminal charges.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

New numbers released by the CDC today show many adults are
skipping dental care, because of the cost. We've learned almost 13%
of women and 9% of men skipped going to the dentist in 2017. All
could not afford it.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Starbucks is testing out something new. The coffee chain giant is
testing out a compostable cup. There will be a biodegradable liner
that serves as a barrier to make sure liquid doesn't leak out.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI :17

Google is unveiling its first doodle to be powered by artifical
intelligence or AI. It allows users to compose their own melodies, like
German composer Johann Sebastian Bach. After, it uses machine
learning to create custom harmonies to go along with them on the
fly.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:47

Police are investigating a body found inside a closet at a southeast
side apartment complex. They say it may have been there for
months and police suspect foul play. Residents share that they
complained about the odor for weeks before his body was
discovered.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:18

The city council approved a contract requiring the company to drop
chick-fil-a from its list of restaurants because of the chain's reported
association with anti-LGBTQIA groups. Reports out this week show
the company donated millions to such groups in 2017. The company
is responding saying they are disappointed at the decision and was
not given any notice of it. A city councilman says the city has the
right to ban the restaurant and they want the city to represent
inclusion and diversity.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :30

The rape crisis center is rolling out a new call center with more
phones. Last year two phone lines took more than 15 thousand crisis
calls. They are also launching an aftercare medical clinic called the
Monarch Project for health checkups for survivors. Officials with the
center say they expect construction to be completed by the
beginning of April.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/22/2019 12pm 1:10

16 people have been arrested this morning as part of a massive drug
investigation. The Drug Enforcement Agency has conformed that
these bust are part of a Federal narcotics investigation involving
several agencies and took months to lead to this point.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

Investigators are now saying a woman who was killed by a San
Antonio Police Officer had a fake gun. Investigators say Hannah
Westall was shot outside of a shopping center, when she pulled the
replica handheld submachine gun out from behind her back and
pointed it at officers.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

SAPD officers are investigating a shooting that happened at a party
on the city's south side, but they aren't getting cooperation from the
victim. The victim was shot in the shoulder and a friend dropped him
off at his framily's house.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI  5pm :20

We're keeping an eye on some credit card skimmers that popped up
in Olmos Park. They were discovered at a gas station on McCullough.

Religion News 4 WOAI :15
New video shows the moments a man rushed the altar at a church in
Montreal, injuring a priest. The priest is expected to recover.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Millions of Americans who owe taxes this year could receive a
smaller tax bill from the IRS. The Treasury Dept. announced today its
lowering its penalty threshold.

Educational News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:04

A series of investigations into area school district employees have
parents concerned. We were able to get confirmation from the
Devine ISD superintendent that right now a school employee is on
leave and being investigated due to rumors involving a student.
We've also learned another employee has resigned following an
investigation last month.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :22

The fire at the ITC facility in Deer Park has reignited. Crews say
multiple tanks have caught fire. This after a wall partially collapsed
at the chemical plant.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:26

We have new information from the district attorney's office tonight.
Andreen McDonald's husband Andre is scheduled to be in court next
Wednesday. He's scheduled for a bond reduction hearing.

Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12
CDC officials say the flu is still around. 44 states are reporting
widespread activity. That's down from 46 states.

Health News 4 WOAI :21

You might want to add orange juice to your daily routine. According
to a new study -- a glass of orange juice could decrease your risk of a
stroke. Researchers studied more than 35 thousand men and women
for a decade.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :24

MillerCoors is filling a federal lawsuit against Anheuser-Busch. They
claim recent Bud Light ads have been misleading about the use of
corn syrup. Recent ads from Anheuser-Busch have touted the
absence of corn syrup in Bud Light but point to its use in beers of
rival companies including Miller-Coors.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:44

The Department of Homeland Security says detention centers in
Eagle Pass, Del Rio and the Rio Grande Valley have no space. This is
why they're bussing undocumented immigrants out to Laredo.
Hundreds of migrants are being dropped off and non-profits are
bracing for a massive influx.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Police are looking for whoever shot a man at an apartment complex.
The 19-year-old victim and a friend drove to the complex for what
was supposed to be an "offer up" deal. Instead, police say two men
approached the victim and shot him in the abdomen.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

New reports tonight say attorney general Barr will brief members of
congress on some of the findings as early as tomorrow. The Mueller
report is complete and NBC news reports there will be no new
charges or indictments. Over the course of the probe 34 indictments
were filed, 6 of those against people with connections to Trump. But
none directly accused anyone in the Trump campaign or White
House of conspiring with Russian intelligence.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 3/23/2019 5pm :42

Baptist Medical Center hosted a touching reunion today -- years in
the making -- as former patients from the NICU came face-to-face
with the hospital staff who cared for them as newborns. It took place
today at Madison Square Park.

Educational News 4 WOAI :20

The Las Palmas Library on Castroville Road is now a whopping 50
years old! The westside library celebrated the milestone with a
number of activities, including an art display and an engineering
demonstration.Business &

Economy News 4 WOAI 1:21
Experts say if you're looking to buy a home -- this is a great time to
do it. However, that could soon change.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :15

Two people are in custody -- following a raid targeting a known meth
dealer. The Atascosa County Sheriff's Office says deputies seized
drugs and about $900 in cash.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25

Democrats and Republicans are pressuring Attorney General Bill Barr
-- to share as much as he can about the now-submitted Mueller
report. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Democratic Leader
Chuck Schumer insist they need to see the full report.

Health News 4 WOAI :20

There's new evidence that your eyes could be indicators of early-
onset Alzheimer's Disease. Researchers say the blood vessel activity
in the eyes of those patients it notably different.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 3/24/2019 5pm :25

The largest carrier in the US says it's canceling about 90 flights per
day. That's following the mandated grounding of the Boeing 737 Max
8.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :35

There's another person in custody now -- in the carjacking of a local
Uber driver. 25-year-old Joe Albert Gover was arrested by the SAPD
Robbery Task Force.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:04
Catholic Charities says 5,000 migrants are now in their care. It comes
after detention centers ran out of space last week.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :40

Another employee at BCSO is out of a job. Sheriff Javier Salazar says
he fired a civilian employee after he was arrested for 'unauthorized
use of a vehicle'.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :31

More than 250 people showed up for free legal help -- in the form of
a townhall in Deer Park. They want to help those impacted by the
massive ITC chemical fire near Houston.

Health News 4 WOAI :15

Members of the Parkland, Florida community came together today --
after the *second* survivor of the school shooting there died by
suicide. That survivor has not been identified.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 3/25/2019 12pm :27

The 14th Annual Golf Fore a Good Cause is raising money for the
Ronald McDonald House Charities of San Antonio. The organization
provides temporary living accommodations for critically ill children
and their families, while they receive treatment in the San Antonio
area.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :26

A man remains in the hospital after crashing his scooter into a car
downtown. The scooter ran a red light hitting the car, the victim was
treated at the scene but says they were having shoulder pain and
was taken to downtown Baptist.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :23

Deer Park is slowly getting back to normal as clean up crews worked
over the weekend. Chemicals were removed from the damaged tank
at the chemical storage facility that was on fire for days last week.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 5pm :39

Mayor Ron Nirenberg says there are other factors at play for why the
city council decided to ban Chick-fil-A from the airport. Some
councilmembers justified the contract amendment by citing reports
that the restaurant donated to anti-LGBTQ initiatives.

Educational News 4 WOAI :34
SAISD will vote tonight on whether to have nearly 20 schools in the
district be managed by outside companies. The meeting takes place
in about an hour.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:53
The FDA met today to talk about the health effects of breast
implants. Groups are calling for the agency to ban some of them.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :45

The Bexar County Sheriff's office says they rescued 37 dogs todaey
at a home in South Bexar County. They are sharing pictures on social
media. The owner is facing animal cruelty charges due to the dogs
living conditions.

Educational News 4 WOAI 1:07

A school district here is getting ready to vote on a plan to have
charter school districts run close to 20 schools. It's a move critics say
is just giving up control. The board of trustees will decide whether or
not to contract nonprofit charter groups to manage 18 schools.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :28

A massive storm hits north Texas over the weekend. Huge hail came
down in Frisco and McKinney. And in Sulphur Springs it just looks like
sheets of rain moving sideways from the wid at this truck stop.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

There's a new recall alert for gun owners. It affects Stack-On Sentinel
Gun safes sold at Dick's Sporting Goods stores. A bolt malfunction
can cause the safe to open without the use of a key or combination.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :22

More doctors are calling for the government to tax your sugary
drinks. The American Heart Association and the American Academy
of Pediatrics are asking for new policies to help stop kids from
drinking so much soda, sports drinks and juice in order to stop
childhood obesity. The American Beverage Association argues sugary
drinks are not the sole reason for obesity rates.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Hays County is looking to apply for the state's countywide polling
program. If approved, it would you to vote at any polling place in
Hays County on election day, like you're able to do during early
voting only. The county will share more information two public
meetings this week.

Educational News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:42

SAISD is trying to decide whether nearly 20 schools in that district
will soon be run by outside management companies. Some parents
are upset because they say the lengthy agenda was released late
Friday evening and they didn't have enough time to review it.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

Some people on the southwest side are worried about fire hydrants
being placed too far from homes. The concerns were highlighted
after a fire destroyed a home. The closest fire hydrant was about a
quarter mile away.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :51

Mayor Ron Nirenberg says there are other factors at play for why the
city council decided to ban Chick-fil-A from the airport. Some
councilmembers justified the contract amendment by citing reports
that the restaurant donated to anti-LGBTQ initiatives.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/26/2019 12pm 1:00

All charges against "Empire" actor Jussie Smollett have been
dropped. He was charged with disorderly conduct and accused of
staging a phony attack. Prosecutors in Cook County, IL haven't
explained why they made the surprise decision and haven't said if
they still maintain Smollett orchestrated the incident.



Educational News 4 WOAI :48

A local district made a decision late last night to approve a contract
with outside organizations to manage 18 of the district's schools.
SAISD said the schools would become "in district charter schools",
which would give each of them flexibility to customize their plans
and curriculum.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

San Antonio Police are looking for a man accused of shooting another
man near Mission San Jose on the south side. Police say the two got
into some type of altercation outside Little Sam's convenience store
on Roosevelt near Mission Rd.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :18

Police need help finding a woman who used a stolen card to buy an
Xbox at Best Buy. It happened back in February.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :11
The president's emergency declaration stands. The house fell short
of the voted needed to override the president's veto.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :14

The sheriff's office in Kendall County needs help finding a suspect.
They say he robbed a mini-mart cashier with a knife.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :22
The federal ban on bumpstocks is officially in effect. Last December,
the DOJ made the ruling.

Educational News 4 WOAI :26

A north Texas elementary school art teacher's inspiratio project is
warming hearts all over the internet. She had every one of the 580
students at her school draw one thing on her dress.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

Power banks sold at stores nationwide are under recall. It affects
more than 170,000 universal re-chargeable power banks that can
overheat and start a fire. They were sold at Burlington, Kohl's, Ross
and other retailers.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :17

McDonald's has bought an artificial intelligence company to revamp
its menu. The electronic display board will vary based on weather,
time of day or area. It could suggest iced coffee on a summer day or
pancakes during the winter.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :40

A shakeup in a high-profile case involving Empire actor, Jussie
Smollett. Today in Chicago, all charges against him were dropped.
Smollette is accused of staging a hate crime against himself and
filing a false report. The Illionis State's Attorney says he dropped the
charges because Smollette did community service and forfeited his
bail.

Religion News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:35

One of the busiest stretches of highway is also the site of the new
location for one of the area's most popular churches. Now
Community Bible churchgoers are concerned about traffic.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Police are looking for a gunman on the west side. A 20-year-old says
somebody in an SUV followed him as he drove home. As he walked
into his apartment, someone approached him from behind and shot
him in the leg.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:13

Across the country more and more police departments are utilizing a
new way to keep officers and the public honest. Now Texas is at the
forefront of a new kind of camera technology used on police
weapons.



Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 3/27/2019 12pm 1:25

Getting a new car is expensive. Interest rates on auto loans have
soared to a 10 year high. The average rate was 6.26% last month,
one percent more than last year.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :29

SAPD is searching for a couple accused of using a fake lottery ticket
to steal $30,000 from a San Antonio woman earlier this month. This
showed the woman a lottery ticket that appeared to be worth more
than $5 million and said they needed some money in order to cash it.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Second lady Karen Pence is in San Antonio today to deliver the
keynote address at the 2019 Japan-Texas Leadership Symposium
today. She is expected to highlight the benefits of a strong
relationship between the US and Japan.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :33

New numbers are in from the SAPD database. There were 549 cases
in January, 489 in February, and 285 in March.

Health News 4 WOAI :16

Some good for Texas nursing homes. New numbers suggest the
facilities have dramatically reduced the use of anti-psychotic
medications for Dementia patients.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

The sheriff's office says a man has been arrested in the murder of his
girlfriend. The ME confirmed the victim was 40 years old, but her
name has yet to be made public.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :19
DPS says one person is dead after a helicopter crash near Houston.
Two more were hurt in the crash.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:46

Homeowners who live near creeks or rivers in SA, but are not
currently in a floodplain, could soon learn that is no longer the case.
All of the city's new bond projects will also be affected by the new
rainfall mapping project.

Educational News 4 WOAI :22

Students at Texas A&M University-San Antonio have voted to support
a fee that would create athletics at the school. The new fee is
$120/semester for full-time students.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

Boeing announcing new changes to the plane's software system. It
follows two deadly crashes involving the model. Each plane will need
its software and sensors updated and pilots will also get more
computer-based training on flying them.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Leadership is changing at the Balcones Heights Police Department.
Lieutenant John Jahanara has been appointed as the interim chief.
Current Chief Darrel Volz is heading to the Windcrest Police
Department next month.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :15

The FDA wants new rules on mammograms. They want to require
doctors to give you more information on the density of your breast
tissue. Denser tissue is risky, because it's harder to spot tumors. The
proposal will now go through a 90-day public comment period.



Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :29

A 21-year-old woman has been charged with capital murder in the
shooting death of 23-year-old Rey Quiroga at a northside apartment
complex last month. Investigators say Dakota Vale is the same
woman caught on surveillance video at the Redland Road
apartments that night.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:06

A disabled man has been denied access to VIA bus service because
of the scooter he requires to get around. Byron Tracy was diagnosed
with kidney failure last year and now he has trouble getting to his
dialysis treatments.

Educational News 4 WOAI :13

A west side superintendent is here to stay, at least until 2023. The
contract for Dr. Eduardo Hernandez has been extended for an
additional two years after a unanimous vote by the school board.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 3/28/2019 12pm 1:45

Some San Antonio City Council members are meeting with faith
based business leaders, to discuss their recent vote to exclude Chick-
Fil-A out of the airport. At least one city council member is telling us
he now regrets voting to keep out the chicken chain.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

Two murder suspects are behind bars  after being accused in the
murder of a man at his apartment complex. Surveillance video from
the apartments led to the arrests, both are facing a capital murder
charge.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :23

The "Big Give 2019" is now underway. It is a 24 hour window to
donate to your favorite charities and non-profits. Big Give started in
2014, and has raised over $20 million for over 2,000 organizations.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:34

A man is recovering after he was stabbed several times on
Wednesday morning. The result of the situation that counselors tell
me is more likely to happen in Bexar County right now than
anywhere else in America.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:36

A group of Taft High School students are raising awareness about
child abuse in our city. They're gearing up for a special city-wide
pledge against child abuse and neglect.

Religion News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:15

District 8 Councilman Manny Pelaez says he had out-of-date and
incorrect information when voting to exclude Chick-Fil-A at the San
Antonio International Airport. According to Pelaez, the city council is
unable to make changes to that contract on its own.

Educational News 4 WOAI :24

UT Austin has suspended the Texas Cowboys organization fro its
campus for *6* years dues to hazing. Last fall -- a member of the
Cowboys died in a car crash -- coming home from a retreat. The
group is an all-male student group known for service work and for
maintaining "Smokey the Cannon".

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :25

Wow Air has suddenly stopped operations. The Icelandic budget
airline has canceled all flights today, telling passengers to get in
contact with other airlines to reach their destination. The company
has shut down after talks with investors prove unsuccessful.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :12

The DeWitt County Sheriff's Office will be conducting an active
shooter drill. It takes place tomorrow at Westhoff ISD School. It will
happen between 8am and noon.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Facebook is under fire tonight. HUD says the social media giant is
violating the Fair Housing Act. HUD says Facebook allows advertisers
to restrict who can view housing ads based on race, religion, sex and
more.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :53
Police are looking for a missing 7-year-old girl. She was last seen at
her home on North San Ignacio Street on the west side.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:19

Roaches are taking over a mother's apartment. She says she has
complained to property managers but nothing has been done and
that their sleep is often interrupted by roaches crawling all over
them.

Environmental
Issues News 4 WOAI :42

Harris County leaders say the drinking water in the area near an East
Texas chemical fire has not been affected by the ITC Deer Park tank
explosions there. We still don't know what caused the fire.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3/29/2019 12pm 1:50

More information is out on a chase that led to a deadly officer-
involved shooting. SAPD Chief McManus spoke for the second time
this morning about the suspect police were after. The victim was
suspected to be a career criminal, but his idenity still has not been
released.

Health News 4 WOAI :20

Researchers say, those who are overweight and have diabetes have
better luck with liquid meal replacements than other diets. Those
who did the liquid meals once or twice a day, lost about five more
pounds than those with low calorie diets.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19
Saturday is the 23rd annual "Cesar E. Chavez March fpr Justice".
Organizers are honoring the civil rights leader's life and legacy.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :18

An inmate convicted of escaping this week -- has been sentenced to
99 years in prison. Luis Arroyo was in jail on a murder charge last
year when he escaped with 2 other inmates.

Religion News 4 WOAI 1:00
Buses are arriving almost daily in downtown San Antonio. They're
brining migrants -- and organizations like Catholic Charities, are
stepping up.Financial/Consume

r Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :12
The San Antonio International Airport is seeing more travelers. More
than 705K people flew through the airport last month.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

Former SA Missions player and World Series MVP has been indicted.
John Wetteland was indicted on 3 counts of continuous sexual assault
on a child.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:12

A newborn baby abandoned inside a VIA Park and Ride restroom has
found his forever home. The baby's birth mom is currently serving a
prison sentence for abandoning her baby. Her projected release date
is September 2022.

Business &
Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :37

Boosting the west side. That's the idea behind the first meeting of
the Westside Business Aliance held today off West Martin.
Entrepreneurs came together to talk about growth on their sidee of
town and how to develop its economy.

Financial/Consume
r Issues News 4 WOAI :11

You can now wewar snail-mail style. The U.S. Postal Service and
Forever 21 have teamed up for a new clothing line. Outfits come with
official logos from the U.S. Postal Service including crop tops and
handbags.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Starting this summer, you may be able to keep electronics in your
bag at the airport. The TSA is buying 300 computer tomography
systems. CT scanning can provide 3D images that current x-ray
scanners can't. In the next 4 years, better software may allow you to
also leave liquids, gels and aerosols in carry-on's.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:26

A woman is stabbed and killed in a gruesome attack. Police believed
she was dating the suspect. We talk to the victim's daughter who
says her mom was a caretaker for a man the suspect was living with
and that the suspect had made unwanted advances toward the
victim.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

The latest numbers on officer-involved shootings. According to SAPD,
there have been seven people shot to death in confrontations with
officers this year. That’s a definite uptick compared to only two
through the same date last year.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :15

The city is celebrating the life of a civil rights activist. Tomorrow is
the 23rd annual "Cesar e. Chavez March for Justice." Participants are
asked to bring a canned good to benefit the San Antonio food bank.
The bus system is offering free rides to the event.

Religion News 4 WOAI 3/30/2019 5pm :15
Pope Francis is on a 2-day visit to Morocco. He's delivering a speech
in the country's capital.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :45

44-year-old Danny Allen is now charged with murder, accused of
shooting and killing his elderly stepfather on the northwest side. It
happened on Willowbrook Drive near Hillcrest.

Crime & Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Crime Stoppers needs help finding a suspect from a shooting on
Thursday. The suspect is seen outside the window of a sedan,
shooting at a blue van.Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:01
A man is in the hospital after a stabbing on the west side. Police say
it happened at a family gathering.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30
A non-profit aimed at helping the homeless is asking for your help.
SAMMinistries says its $55K of its donation goal.

Health News 4 WOAI :34

A teenager who started a non-profit organization is hoping to raise
awareness for Chronic Pancreatitis. It's something she's battled to
overcome during a 9-year struggle.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 3/31/2019 5pm NO SHOW
Crime & Drug

Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20
Big reaction online tonight following the death of rapper Nipsy
Hussle. He was shot to death outside his clothing store in the Hyde
Park area of Los Angeles.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :10
Florida officials say a wildfire there is now 40% contained. It's burned
through more than 500 acres so far.

Educational News 4 WOAI :38

Students at Las Lomas Elementary School in North East ISD took
today to learn about literature -- at their 3rd annual Edible Book
Festival. Children and authors -- even some food fans -- came
together to create an edible book -- inspired by their favorite read.


